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1. Introduction
The main result of the paper is a proof of a significant special case of Soergel’s
conjecture [So2] which provides a categorification for Vogan’s character duality
[Vo5].
Recall that Koszul duality formalism has been introduced to representation
theory by Beilinson, Ginzburg and Soergel [So1], [BGS]. As these works demon-
strate, some deep numerical information about the Bernstein-Gelfand-Gelfand
category O of highest weight representations of a complex semisimple Lie alge-
bra g, including Kazhdan-Lusztig conjectures is related to Koszul property of
a finite dimensional ring A ”controlling” the category. Moreover, a remarkable
result of [So1] further generalized in [BGS] asserts that A is in fact isomorphic
to its Koszul dual ring A!. The category O is well known to be equivalent to
the category of Harish-Chandra bimodules. This is a special case of the category
of Harish-Chandra pg, Kq-modules, where g and K are, respectively, complexifi-
cations of the Lie algebra of a real reductive group and of its maximal compact
subgroup. A conjectural generalization of the result of [BGS] to the latter set-
ting proposed in [So2] provides a categorical upgrade of Vogan’s character duality
[Vo5]. In the present article we prove this conjecture in the special case when the
real group in question is quasi-split.
To present further details we need some notation. Let GR be a real semisimple
algebraic group and KR Ă GR a maximal compact subgroup. We write G,K for
the complexifications of GR, KR, respectively and g, k for the Lie algebras of G
and K. We fix a block M in the category of Harish-Chandra pg, Kq-modules and
we assume that the generalized infinitesimal central character of modules in M
is regular and integral. We also fix a strong real form for G with underlying real
form GR.
Let Gˇ be Langlands dual complex group. Vogan [Vo5] assigned to the above
data a (strong) real form of Gˇ and a block qM in the category of pgˇ, Kˇq-modules
with a regular integral infinitesimal central character1. We impose an additional
assumption that qM is a principal block, i.e., that qM contains a finite dimensional
Gˇ-representation. This implies that GR is quasi-split.
By the Beilinson-Bernstein Localization Theorem we can realize qM as a cate-
gory of twisted Kˇ-equivariantD-modules on the flag variety Bˇ “ Gˇ{Bˇ. Moreover,
since qM contains a finite dimensional representation, we can (and will) realize qM
1The infinitesimal central character is defined up to translation by the infinitesimal central
character of a finite dimensional Gˇ-representation, but the equivalence class of the block is well
defined.
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as a subcategory of Kˇ equivariant D-modules on Gˇ{Bˇ (i.e. in fact no twisting
is needed). Let Dˇ be the full subcategory in the equivariant derived category
DKˇpGˇ{Bˇq consisting of complexes whose cohomology belongs to
qM.
The central result of this paper is a Koszul duality between the categories
DbpMq and Dˇ. As explained below, this categorifies Vogan character duality
in [Vo5] for quasisplit GR which is a canonical isomorphism between the the
Grothendieck group KpMq and the dual space to Kp qMq. Such a categorification
has been conjectured in a more general setting by Soergel [So2]. The present
work generalizes results and methods of Soergel’s work [So1] which treated the
case of a complex group.
In more detail, we establish a certain relationship between the triangulated
categories on the two Langlands dual sides: the derived category of the block M
for modules with generalized integral regular infinitesimal character for the quasi-
split real group GR and the block Dˇ in the equivariant derived category DKˇpBˇq.
Namely, we show that the abelian category M is equivalent to the category of
nilpotent modules over the ring A “ Ext‚p‘Li,‘Liq, where the Li run over the
set of isomorphism classes of irreducible perverse sheaves in the block Dˇ.
By a standard formality argument this implies an equivalence of appropri-
ate graded versions of the triangulated categories. Observe that DKˇpBˇq can be
thought of as a derived version of the category of pgˇ, Kˇq-modules with a fixed
infinitesimal central character (when tensoring with the base field over the center
of the enveloping algebra Upgq one needs to take into account higher Tor’s, see
section 5 for details). Thus in general our result does not yield two Koszul dual
rings controlling the representation categories on the two sides; however, we do
get such a picture in special cases, such as the previously known case of a complex
group and the new (to our knowledge) case of the principal block in a split group.
Let us recall the mechanism by which the categorical equivalence yields a du-
ality at the level of Grothendieck groups (as already explained in [So2]). By ele-
mentary algebra the Grothendieck group of nilpotent A-modules K0pA´modnilpq
is dual to the Grothendieck group of all finitely generated A-modules K0pA ´
modfgq, the dual bases in the two groups are provided by the classes of graded
irreducible modules and indecomposable graded projective modules, respectively.
Our result explained above implies that K0pA ´ modnilpq – K
0pMq, while the
Grothendieck group of the block in DKˇpBˇq is identified with K
0pA ´modfgq by
sending the class of an irreducible Lj P DKˇpBˇq to the module Ext
‚p
À
i
Li, Ljq;
thus it yields a duality between the two Grothendieck groups.
We finish the introduction by indicating the key idea of our method. Recall that
a central role in Soergel’s theory is played by the Soergel bimodules, which form a
full subcategory in the category of coherent sheaves on h˚ˆh˚{W h
˚, where h is the
abstract Cartan algebra of g. An analogous role in our construction is played by
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the so called block variety, B “ a˚{W 1Mˆh˚{W h
˚, where a is a maximal split torus
in g and W 1M Ă W is a subgroup depending on the block M. The appearance of
the quotient a˚{W 1M can be motivated as follows. On the one hand it (or rather its
completion at zero) can be realized as the space parametrizing deformations of an
irreducible principal series module at the singular infinitesimal central character
´ρ, which belongs to the image of M under the translation functor. On the other
hand, the ring OpBq is identified with the equivariant cohomology ring H‚
Kˇ
pBˇq.
The argument proceeds then by describing the categories of projective pro-objects
in M, as well as the subcategory of semisimple complexes in the block of DKˇpBˇq
as full subcategories in the coherent sheaves on the block variety (or rather its
completion at zero). In the case when the group is not adjoint one needs to
modify the above strategy by considering coherent sheaves on the block variety
equivariant with respect to a certain finite abelian group.
In this paper we use a generalization of the by now classical approach initiated
in [So1], [BGS], combining it with combinatorial information from Vogan’s work
[Vo5]. Ben-Zvi and Nadler [BZN] have proposed a way to approach Soergel’s
conjectures via geometric Langlands duality. It would be interesting to relate the
two approaches. We expect that the relation of our construction to Hodge D-
modules (see section 6) may provide a starting point for this line of investigation.
The paper is organized as follows.
In section 2 we recall some combinatorial invariants of our categories. Most of
these appear in [ABV], but we also use [AdC] as a convenient reference.
In section 3 we give a description of Dˇ based on the functor of cohomology
(derived global sections) which turns out to be faithful on the subcategory of
irreducible objects.
In section 4 we provide a description of category M based on the functor of
translation to singular central character which turns out to be faithful on the
subcategory of projective (pro)objects.
In section 5 we formally state and prove our Koszul duality result by comparing
the two descriptions. We end the paper by section 6 where we present a conjecture
on realization of M in terms of coherent sheaves on the cotangent bundle via
Hodge D-modules and explain its relation to our description of M.
Acknowledgements. We are much indebted to David Vogan for many helpful
explanations over the years; in particular, the key ”matching” Theorem 2.3 was
explained to us by him. We also thank Jeff Adams and Peter Trapa for useful
discussions.
2. Combinatorics of a block
In this section we recall the basic facts about Vogan duality [Vo5, ABV, AdC]
and its underlying combinatorics in the setting explained in the introduction.
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The duality involves making certain choices and part of the statement is that
those choices can be made consistently.
2.1. The equivariant (principal block) side. The combinatorial data related
to the block qM is as follows. Let Cˇ be a maximal torus in Kˇ and Tˇ “ ZGˇpCˇq be
the centralizer of Cˇ in Gˇ: it is a standard fact that Cˇ contains elements regular in
Gˇ (this is equivalent to absence of real roots in this case, see e.g. [Kn, Proposition
6.70]), thus Tˇ is a maximal torus in Gˇ. Let W pKˇq “ W pKˇ, Cˇq “ NKˇpCˇq{Cˇ be
the Weyl group.
We have an involution θˇ on Gˇ with Gˇθˇ “ Kˇ. As the torus Tˇ is stable under
θˇ, it induces an involution of the Weyl group W pGˇ, Tˇ q “ NpTˇ q{Tˇ . We write
W pGˇ, Tˇ qθˇ for the subgroup of W pGˇ, Tˇ q fixed by this involution.
We can choose Borel subgroups BKˇ Ă BGˇ of Kˇ and Gˇ containing Cˇ, then
BGˇ contains Tˇ so this choice yields an identification between Tˇ and the abstract
Cartan group Hˇ . Note that BGˇ is θˇ-stable, since θˇ fixes a regular element in
BGˇ. It follows that varying the choice above we get identifications Tˇ – Hˇ which
are permuted by the group W pGˇ, Tˇ qθˇ , in particular, the induced involution on
Hˇ and on the abstract Weyl group Wˇ of Gˇ is independent of the choice. This
involution will also be denoted by θˇ.
Note that the group Kˇ may be disconnected. We have a homomorphism
W pKˇq Ñ π0pKˇq which is onto. Its kernel is the groupW pKˇ
0q “ W pKˇ0, Cˇq where
Kˇ0 is the identity connected component in Kˇ. Note that the group π0pKˇq – π0pCˇq
is an elementary abelian 2-group, i.e., it is isomorphic to pZ{2Zqr for some r. Thus
we have
W pKˇ0q ĂW pKˇq Ă W pGˇ, Tˇ qθˇ.
Finally, we need a count of the closed Kˇ-orbits on the flag manifold Bˇ “ Gˇ{Bˇ.
Let pKˇzBˇqcl be the set of closed Kˇ orbits on Bˇ.
The set of Tˇ fixed points carries an action ofW pGˇ, Tˇ qˆWˇ , where the W pGˇ, Tˇ q
action comes from the action of the normalizer of Tˇ by conjugation, while the
action of the abstract Weyl group Wˇ is such that the action of a simple reflection
sα sends a fixed point x to the unique fixed point y ‰ x which has the same
image in the partial flag variety Pˇα parametrizing minimal parabolics of type α.
We write the W pGˇ, Tˇ q action as the left action and the Wˇ action as the right
one. Both actions are simply transitive. Choosing a point x P BˇTˇ we get an
identification W pGˇ, Tˇ q – Wˇ – BˇTˇ such that the above action of W pGˇ, Tˇ q ˆ Wˇ
on BˇTˇ is given by pw, vq : x ÞÑ wxv´1.
For an orbit O P KˇzBˇ the intersection O X BˇTˇ is either empty or it is a coset
of W pKˇq; moreover, the intersection is nonempty if the orbit is closed. Thus we
get an injective map φ : pKˇzBˇqcl ÑW pKˇqzBˇ
Tˇ . Notice that the Wˇ action on BˇTˇ
descends to an action on W pKˇqzBˇTˇ .
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Claim 2.1. The map φ identifies pKˇzBˇqcl with an orbit of the group Wˇ
θˇ Ă Wˇ .
The resulting action of Wˇ θˇ on pKˇzBˇqcl is independent on the auxiliary choices in
the construction.
The stabilizer of a point φpOq, O P pKˇzBˇqcl is the image of W pKˇq Ă W pGˇ, Tˇ q
under the isomorphism W pGˇ, Tˇ q – Wˇ defined by a point x P BˇTˇ XO.
Abusing notation we will write pKˇzBˇqcl – W pKˇqzWˇ
θ where it is understood
that the embedding W pKˇq Ñ Wˇ θˇ is well defined up to conjugacy by Wˇ θˇ.
Let us now consider the above situation on the level of Lie algebras. Then
cˇ is a maximal torus in kˇ and Zgˇpcˇq “ tˇ is a maximal θˇ-stable torus in gˇ. It
will be convenient to introduce a separate notation hˇ for the abstract Cartan
algebra of gˇ. Any fixed point of the θˇ-stable torus Tˇ on Bˇ gives rise to an
identification between tˇ and hˇ and these identifications are related by the Weyl
group action. Hence, there is a canonical identification tˇ{W “ hˇ{W . Thus we
obtain a canonical map cˇ{W pKˇ0q Ñ hˇ{W . In this setting we define the block
variety as Beq “ cˇ{W pKˇ
0q ˆhˇ{W hˇ. The group Seq “W pKˇq{W pKˇ
0q acts on Beq
via its natural action on the first factor.
2.2. The monodromic (quasisplit) side. Recall from the introduction that
we are considering a quasi-split real form GR and a fixed block in the category of
(finite length) pg, Kq-modules which we denoted by M. All modules in the block
have the same generalized infinitesimal central character which is assumed to be
regular and integral; thus it corresponds to a uniquely defined dominant weight
denoted by λ.
We identify M with its image under the localization equivalence between the
category of pg, Kq-modules and the category ofK-equivariant twistedDpλ-modules
on the flag variety B “ G{B; here Dpλ denotes an infinitesimally deformed twisted
differential operators ring corresponding to the line bundle Opλq.
A (K-equivariant) Dpλ module is by definition the same as a (K-equivariant)
D-module on the extended flag manifold X “ G{U , where U denotes the unipo-
tent radical of B, which is weakly equivariant with respect to the right ac-
tion of the universal Cartan H – B{U with the generalized eigenvalues of
the log monodromy determined by λ. We further identify the latter category,
via the Riemann-Hilbert correspondence, with the category of K-equivariant H-
monodromic perverse sheaves on X where the log monodromy is determined by
λ. In what follows we mostly work in terms of the (twisted) perverse sheaves.
An irreducible object in M is of the form j!˚pLq where j : O Ñ X is the embed-
ding of a K ˆH-orbit and L is an irreducible K-equivariant and H-monodromic
local system.
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We say that the pair pO,Lq belongs to the block if j!˚pLq PM. We let LMpOq
denote the set of local systems on O belonging to the block M. Let IrrpMq be
the set of irreducible objects in M, thus we have IrrpMq –
Ť
OPKzG{B
LMpOq.
For the rest of this section the orbit O will be the open K ˆH-orbit X0 on X
which is the inverse image of the open K-orbit B0 Ă B.
We have a Cartan involution θ on G such that K “ Gθ. We fix a θ-stable
maximal torus T of G which is maximally split, i.e. such that T θ is of minimal
dimension. We may and will assume that T has a fixed point in the open orbit B0.
Fixing such a point we get an identification between T and the abstract Cartan
H . This defines an involution θ on H which is independent of any choices.
We write A Ă T for the fixed point set of the involution x ÞÑ θpx´1q. The
connected component A0 is the complexification of the maximal split torus in
GR. We let a be the Lie algebra of A; thus a is the p´1q eigenspace of θ acting in
t. As T is a maximally split the real Weyl group WR “ W pK, T q coincides with
W θ. This follows, for example, from [Vo5, Propositions 3.12 and 4.16] as for T
there are no non-compact imaginary roots. Recall also that the fixed points BT
give rise to K-orbits on B; we say that these K-orbits are attached to T . These
include the open orbit B0. We use this latter terminology in general, i.e., given
any θ-stable maximal torus T 1 we say that K-orbits arising from fixed points BT
1
are attached to the maximal torus T 1. Conversely, if a K-orbit Q arises in this
manner we say that torus T 1 is associated to the K-orbit Q.
We recall, as is rather easy to see, that all blocks have representatives on the
open orbit, i.e., that LMpX0q is not empty. As the action of KˆH is transitive on
X0 and the reductive part of the stabilizer is isomorphic to T
θ, the set LMpX0q
is identified with a subset in the set of characters of T θ whose differential is
determined by the infinitesimal central character λ. The latter set is a torsor
over the set of characters of π0pStabKˆHpx˜qq “ π0pStabKpxqq “ π0pT
θq for a
point x P B0 and x˜ P X0. The finite group π0pT
θq is isomorphic to a product of
a finite number of copies of Z{2Z.
We will make use of the cross-action of W on the set IrrpMq, [Vo3, Definition
8.3.1], [AdC, sections 9 and 14]. We will summarize some properties of the cross
action that will be important to us in section 4.3.
In particular, W acts on the set YLMpOq where O runs through the orbits
attached to the Cartan T . The subgroup WR “ W
θ of W fixes preserves the
subset LMpX0q. We will need the following consequence of [Vo5, Theorem 8.5].
Claim 2.2. The action of W θ on the set LMpX0q is transitive.
The Claim shows that choosing L0 P LMpX0q and setting WM “ StabW θpL0q
we get a bijection between the set LMpX0q and W
θ{WM.
We will also need a comparison between the relevant data for G and for the
adjoint group Gad equipped with the compatible real form.
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Let K 1 Ă G be the subgroup generated by K and the center ZpGq of G. Note
that the finite group ZpGqθ “ ZpGq XK acts on all modules in M by the same
character which we denote by χ. Fix an extension χ˜ of χ to a character of ZpGq.
It is easy to see that the category of pg, Kq modules on which ZpGq X K acts
by χ is equivalent to the category of pg, K 1q modules where ZpGq acts by χ˜.
We identify M with its image under that equivalence; the localization theorem
identifies this category with a subcategory in K 1-equivariant Dpλ modules. In
particular, elements of LMpX0q can be viewed as K
1-equivariant local systems on
the corresponding orbits.
Let Kad be the fixed points of the involution of Gad compatible with the one
fixed on G. Let rKad be the preimage of Kad under the homomorphism GÑ Gad.
The group K˜ad{K
1 “ Kad{ImpKq is abelian, we let Smon “ pKad{ImpKqq
˚ be
the dual abelian group.
Let LadM pX0q be the set of
rKad equivariant local systems on X0 which, viewed
as a K 1-equivariant local system, belong to LMpX0q. For x P B0 we have a short
exact sequence of abelian groups
t1u Ñ π0pStabK 1pxqq Ñ π0pStab rKadpxqq Ñ S˚mon Ñ t1u.
Thus we have a free action of Smon on L
ad
M pX0q, such that L
ad
M pX0q{Smon “
LMpX0q.
The cross action lifts to an action of W θ on LadM pX0q, which is also transitive.
We write W 1M for the stabilizer of a point L
ad
0 in L
ad
M pX0q under this action. We
choose the base point Lad0 compatibly with the choice of L0 fixed in the paragraph
after Claim 2.2. With this choice we have W 1M Ă WM. The considerations above
show that we have a short exact sequence of groups:
(2.1) t1u ÑW 1M ÑWM Ñ Smon Ñ t1u.
Finally, we can define the block variety in terms of these data as Bmon “
a˚{W 1M ˆh˚{W h
˚. The group Smon acts on Bmon via its action on the first factor
which comes from the exact sequence (2.1).
2.3. Matching. In the previous subsections we have defined two versions of the
block variety Beq and Bmon with actions of Seq and Smon, respectively. We
now make use of the combinatorics of Vogan duality [Vo5] to show that these two
constructions yield the same variety. This is a crucial ingredient in our arguments.
In the discussion above we have defined a set of local systems LadM pX0q. We can
also think of these local systems as belonging to a block Mad of pg, Kadq-modules,
but to do so we have to move to a different infinitesimal character. To this end we
choose an irreducible representation Vµ of highest weight µ such that the center
ZpGq acts on Vµ by the character rχ´1. We now make use of the translation functor
TλÑλ`µ (which is an equivalence of categories, of course) to translate our set
up from the generalized infinitesimal character λ to the generalized infinitesimal
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character λ`µ. After the translation the modules LadM pX0q belong to a particular
block Mad of pg, Kadq-modules. More precisely, we have
TλÑλ`µ carries the set L
ad
M pX0q to the set LMadpX0q .
After the translation, the blocks M and Mad can be compared directly as the
modules in M consist now of certain pg, ImpKqq-modules. We have:
Theorem 2.3. a) The canonical isomorphism of abstract Cartan Lie algebras
h˚ – hˇ sends the involution θ to ´θˇ.
In particular, we get an isomorphism cˇ – a˚.
b) The isomorphism W θ – Wˇ θˇ arising from (a) sends the conjugacy class of
the pair of subgroups W 1M ĂWM to that of the pair W pKˇ
0q ĂW pKˇq.
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the combinatorial matching underlying
Vogan character duality [Vo5], see also [AdC, Corollary 10.8]. As stated in loc.
cit., we have a canonical bijection between the sets of irreducible objects IrrpMq
and Irrp qMq. It is compatible with the cross action ofW . Notice that the stabilizer
of point in a closed Kˇ orbit on Bˇ is connected, so an equivariant local system
on such an orbit is trivial, thus we have an embedding pKˇzBˇqcl Ă Irrp qMq; the
action of Wˇ θˇ on pKˇzBˇqcl in Claim 2.1 is easily seen to be the restriction of the
cross action.
The bijection between IrrpMq and Irrp qMq satisfies the following additional
compatibility. An object L P IrrpMq defines a K-orbit on B which in turn de-
fines an involution θL on the abstract Cartan h, and similar for qM. For matching
elements L P IrrpMq and Lˇ P Irrp qMq we have: θL “ ´θLˇ where we have identi-
fied automorphisms of hˇ and of hˇ “ h˚. It is easy to see that for G quasisplit a K
orbit in B is open if and only if the corresponding involution sends positive roots
to negative roots. Similarly, an orbit is closed if and only if the corresponding
involution sends positive roots to positive roots. Thus the bijection identified
LMpX0q with pKˇzBˇqcl. This implies (a) and the part of (b) involving WM and
W pKˇq. The matching between W 1M and W pKˇ
0q follows from existence of a com-
patible bijection for the corresponding blocks for the universal cover of Gˇ and the
adjoint quotient Gad. 
Corollary 2.4. The two pairs pBeq,Seqq and pBmon,Smonq are isomorphic.
We choose compatible base points S0 P pKˇzBˇqcl, S
sc
0 P pKˇ
0zBˇqcl and also
L0 P LMpX0q, L
ad
0 P L
ad
M pX0q so that the subgroups W
1
M ĂWM Ă W
θ correspond
to W pKˇ0q Ă W pKˇq Ă Wˇ θˇ under the canonical identification W θ “ Wˇ θˇ.
This yields a choice of an isomorphism between pBeq,Seqq and pBmon,Smonq.
We will use that isomorphism to identify pBeq,Seqq with pBmon,Smonq, we will
denote the resulting pair by pB,Sq from now on.
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3. Principal block in the equivariant derived category
In this section we consider a real form of Gˇ and we write Kˇ for the complex-
ification of the maximal compact subgroup of the real form. We work with the
principal block D in the category Db
Kˇ
pBˇq and with the other notation introduced
in section 2.
Recall that cˇ is a maximal torus in kˇ and then Zgˇpcˇq “ tˇ is a maximal θˇ-stable
torus in gˇ and that we write hˇ for the abstract Cartan algebra of gˇ.
Recall also that W “ Wˇ , and so we will often denote the Weyl group just by
W .
We begin by considering the case when the group Kˇ is connected. In particular,
H˚ppt{Kˇq – CrcˇsW pKˇ,ˇcq and we have a canonical map cˇ{W pKˇq Ñ hˇ{W .
Lemma 3.1. We have a canonical isomorphism: H˚
Kˇ
pBˇq “ CrBs.
Proof. Let us choose a particular Borel Bˇ in Gˇ. This gives us the following
diagram on the level of spaces
(3.1)
KˇzGˇ{B ÝÝÝÑ pt{Kˇ§§đ
§§đ
pt{Bˇ ÝÝÝÑ pt{Gˇ .
Note that up to homotopy we can replace pt{Bˇ by pt{Hˇ so the diagram itself is
independent of the choice of Bˇ.
Passing to cohomology and using the canonical isomorphisms H˚ppt{Kˇq –
CrcˇsW pKˇq, H˚ppt{Gˇq – CrhˇsW , and H˚ppt{Hˇq – Crhˇs give us a canonical map
Crhˇs bCrhˇsW Crcˇs
W pKˇq Ñ H˚
Kˇ
pBˇq.
On the other hand, the Serre spectral sequence associated with the upper hori-
zontal arrow in (3.1) degenerates, as it has zero terms in odd degrees. This gives
the conclusion. 
3.1. Global cohomology is fully faithful on simples (statement). Since
global equivariant cohomology of a space acts on the cohomology (derived global
sections) of any equivariant complex, we get a functor RΓKˇ : D Ñ CohpBq. Let
Sgr Ă D be the full subcategory of semisimple complexes, i.e. sums of shifts
of simple perverse sheaves. Let S be the category whose objects are semisimple
perverse sheaves inD and morphisms are given by HomSpL1, L2q “ Ext
‚
DpL1, L2q.
One of the main results of this section is the following
Theorem 3.2. Assume that Kˇ is connected. The functor RΓKˇ induces full em-
beddings S Ñ CohpBq, Sgr Ñ CohC
ˆ
pBq. Here the action of Cˆ on B comes
from the action on cˇ, hˇ given by t : x ÞÑ t2x.
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The proof occupies most of this section, before presenting it we spell out some
properties of the functor RΓKˇ .
3.2. Components of B and closed orbits. The irreducible components of B
are indexed by W {W pKˇq and can be described as follows. Let us recall that we
have fixed a particular bijection φ : pKˇzBˇqcl Ñ Wˇ
θˇ{W pKˇq in 2.1. In particular,
we have fixed a closed Kˇ-orbit S0 corresponding to the identity coset. Observe
that in this manner the bijection φ extends to a bijection between the Kˇ-orbits
on Bˇ attached to the torus Tˇ and Wˇ {W pKˇq. Choosing a Borel given by a fixed
point of Tˇ on the orbit S0 we obtain an identification ψ : tˇ
„
ÝÑ hˇ which is well
defined up to conjugacy by W pKˇq.
From the identification ψ : tˇ
„
ÝÑ hˇ we obtain an embedding ι : cˇ Ñ hˇ which
is well-defined up to conjugation by W pKˇq. For an element w P W the map
γw : cˇÑ B, γw : x ÞÑ px, w ˝ ιq is obviously a closed embedding and its image Bw
is an irreducible component of B. For w1 P w ¨W pKˇq we have Bw – Bw1, thus we
obtain a well-defined component Bw Ă B for any w P W {W pKˇq. Note that in
this manner we have also obtained a particular bijection between the irreducible
components of the block variety B and the set of Kˇ-orbits on Bˇ attached to the
torus Tˇ .
Lemma 3.3. For S P pKˇzBˇqcl we have
RΓKˇpCSq – OBφpSq,
where φ is as in Claim 2.1.
Proof. As S is isomorphic to the flag variety for Kˇ, we see thatH˚
Kˇ
pSq – Crcˇs. By
choosing a Tˇ -fixed point on S we obtain a θ-stable Borel and that Borel gives rise
to an identification ψS : tˇ
„
ÝÑ hˇ. This identification is related to the identification
φ by the element w “ φpSq PW θˇ. Thus, the map
Crhˇs
ψ˚
SÝÑ Crˇts “ H˚
Gˇ
pBˇq Ñ H˚
Kˇ
pSq “ Crcˇs
gives rise to the map w ˝ ι : cˇÑ hˇ. This gives us the conclusion. 
3.3. Zuckerman functors and Soergel functors. Recall that for every simple
root α we have the corresponding minimal parabolic Pα, the partial flag variety Pα
and a P1 fibration πα : BˇÑ Pα. Set Cα “ π
˚
απα˚ : DÑ D. By the decomposition
theorem Cα acts also on the category S
gr.
Set Bα “ cˇ{W pKˇq ˆhˇ{W hˇ{Wα where Wα “ t1, sαu Ă W , here sα is the simple
reflection of type α. We have a degree two map prα : B Ñ Bα.
Lemma 3.4. We have a canonical isomorphism of functors: DÑ CohC
ˆ
pBq:
RΓKˇ ˝ Cα – pr
˚
αprα˚ ˝ RΓKˇ .
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Proof. We have a map
RΓKˇpFq “ RΓKˇpπα˚pFqq Ñ RΓKˇpπα˚π
˚
απα˚pFqq “ RΓKˇpπ
˚
απα˚pFqq .
It is clear that this map is compatible with the action of H˚
Kˇ
pPαq “ OpBαq.
Thus we get a map from the right hand side to the left hand side of the required
isomorphism. The direct image of the constant sheaf πα˚pCBˇq is isomorphic to
CBˇα ‘ CBˇαr´2s. It follows that
RΓKˇpπ
˚
απα˚pFqq – RΓKˇpπα˚pFqq ‘RΓKˇpπα˚pFqqr´2s – RΓKˇpFq ‘RΓKˇpFqr´2s,
which implies that map in the lemma is an isomorphism. 
3.4. Closed orbits generate the block. We have:
Proposition 3.5. The objects CSrdimSs, S P pKˇzBˇqcl generate S
gr under the
action of the functors Cα, direct sums, summands and homological shifts.
Before giving a brief outline of the proof we recall some basic facts about
blocks. These facts can be extracted from [Vo5] and hold in general, not just in
our set-up. We recall that each block has a member which is a local system on
the open orbit. The local systems on the open orbit which belong to the same
block form an orbit under the cross action ofW θ. The cross action is discussed in
section 4.3. The duality in [Vo5, Theorem 1.15] (see also [AdC, Corollary 10.8])
implies that the blocks can be viewed in a dual fashion as follows. Each block is
supported by a particular θ-stable Cartan Tsupp. This means that if we consider
the smallest dimensional orbits Q1, . . . , Qk attached to the θ-stable Cartan Tsupp
then there is a unique K-equivariant local system Ei on each of these orbits such
that the pQi,Eiq belong to the block and the extension ICpQi,Eiq is clean, i.e.,
it is zero on the boundary of Qi. Furthermore, any member of the block has this
property, i.e., if a θ-stable Cartan T is more compact than Tsupp then all members
of the block are zero on the orbits attached to T .
Proof. As this is a standard fact, we only briefly indicate an argument based on
the discussion above. Recall first that Cα preserve the subcategory S
gr in view of
the Decomposition Theorem [BBD].
Let us write S1 for the category generated by the objects CS, S P pKˇzBˇqcl, under
the action of the functors Cα, direct sums, direct summands, and homological
shifts. Let us assume that there is an element ICpO,Lq in Sgr which does not
belong to S1. We can, and will, assume that it is such that the dimension of O is
minimal among such objects. There can not exist a complex simple root α such
that O¯ “ π´1α παpO¯q as then ICpO,Lq would be a direct summand in CαICpO
1,L1q,
up to a shift, for a smaller orbit O1 in the closure of O. Thus O is an orbit of
minimal dimension attached to a θ-stable Cartan Tˇ 1. If the orbit O is not a closed
orbit then there has to exist a simple real root α such that π´1α παpOq “ O Y O
1,
where O1 could consist of two Kˇ-orbits, and L has trivial monodromy along the
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fibers of πα. If this were not the case then ICpO,Lq would be a standard module
and the block would be supported on the Cartan Tˇ 1 different from the fixed
fundamental Cartan Tˇ and this is not the case. Thus, the local system L comes
as pull-back from a local system Lα on the orbit παpOq. The standard sheaf
associated to pO,Lq has as a composition factor ICpO1,L1q which thus belongs
to Sgr. It is easy to see that Lα is a direct summand of pπαq˚ICpO
1,L1q. This
implies that ICpO,Lq appears as direct summand in CαICpO
1,L1q contradicting
the minimality of O. 
We now embark on the proof of Theorem 3.2.
3.5. Beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.2: reduction to closed orbits.
We need to show that
(3.2) HomSpF,GqĄÝÑHomCohpBqpRΓKˇpFq, RΓKˇpGqq
for F,G P S, where the isomorphism is compatible with the grading. This implies
both the graded and non-graded statements of Theorem 3.2. Notice that the
functor Cα is self-adjoint (up to a shift) and pr
˚
αprα˚ is self-adjoint (up to a degree
shift if one considers graded modules). Thus, the validity of isomorphism (3.2)
for a given G “ G0 and all F implies its validity for G “ CαpG0q and all F. In view
of Proposition 3.5 we conclude that it suffices to check (3.2) for G “ CSrdimSs,
S P pKˇzBˇqcl.
3.6. Pointwise purity and reduction to a property of the map on coho-
mology. Fix F P S, S P pKˇzBˇqcl and let iS : S ãÑ Bˇ be the embedding. Then,
by adjunction,
HomSpF,CSq “ ExtDKˇpSqpi
˚
SpFq,CSq.
We have
(3.3) the complex i˚SpFq is semi-simple .
To see this, one has to work in the category of mixed sheaves. This can be done
directly in this setting by utilizing Saito’s mixed Hodge modules [S1, S2] or, by
passing to the case of a finite base field and using ℓ-adic sheaves. In either case, the
sheaf F is pure. It follows from the arguments in [LV] that F is actually pointwise
pure, i.e., for all x P X the sheaves i˚xF and i
!
xF are pure; here ix : txu Ñ X
denotes the inclusion. As S is a closed orbit of Kˇ on Bˇ it is isomorphic to the
flag manifold of Kˇ and hence is simply connected. Therefore, the complex i˚SpFq
has constant cohomology sheaves, and its stalks are pure because of pointwise
purity of F. Thus i˚SpFq is a pure complex and hence it is semi-simple. As i
˚
SpFq
is semi-simple, it is a direct sum of sheaves CS that have been shifted to various
degrees. From this we conclude immediately that
ExtDKˇpSqpi
˚
SpFq,CSq “ HomH˚
Kˇ
pSqpRΓKˇpi
˚
SpFqq, H
˚
Kˇ
pSqq ,
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and hence that
(3.4) HomSpF,CSq “ HomH˚
Kˇ
pSqpRΓKˇpi
˚
SpFqq, H
˚
Kˇ
pSqq.
Recall now that we are attempting to show that the canonical map
HomSpF,CSq Ñ HomCohpBqpRΓKˇpFq, H
˚
Kˇ
pSqq
is an isomorphism. Hence, by (3.4), it suffices to show that the canonical map
(3.5) HomH˚
Kˇ
pSqpRΓKˇpi
˚
SpFqq, H
˚
Kˇ
pSqq Ñ HomCohpBqpRΓKˇpFq, H
˚
Kˇ
pSqq ,
which is induced by the map RΓKˇpFq Ñ RΓKˇpi
˚
SpFqq on global cohomology, is
an isomorphism. Let us now write down this map in more concrete terms.
It is clear from Lemma 3.3 that the map in (3.5) can be written as
HomCohpBwqpRΓKˇpi
˚
SpFqq,OBwqq Ñ HomCohpBqpRΓKˇpFq,OBwq ,
where w “ φpSq in the notations of Claim 2.1 and Lemma 3.3.
Using adjunction on the right hand side, we are reduced to showing that
(3.6) HomCoh pˇcqpRΓKˇpi
˚
SpFqq,Ocˇqq Ñ HomCoh pˇcqpOcˇ bOB RΓKˇpFq,Ocˇq
is an isomorphism.
Finally, let us recall that the map in the above formula is induced by the
canonical map of coherent Ocˇ-sheaves
(3.7) Ocˇ bOB RΓKˇpFq
r
ÝÝÑ RΓKˇpi
˚
SpFqq.
We observe that the map (3.6) is obtained from (3.7) by duality, i.e., by applying
the functor Homp ,Ocˇq. Thus, to prove that (3.6) is an isomorphism it suffices to
show that
HomCoh pˇcqpKerprq,Ocˇqq “ 0
HomCoh pˇcqpCokerprq,Ocˇqq “ Ext
1
Coh pˇcqpCokerprq,Ocˇqq “ 0
Thus, we conclude that the map in (3.6) is an isomorphism if
(3.8)
a. the support of the kernel of (3.7) has positive codimension and
b. the support of the cokernel of (3.7) has codimension two or higher.
As coherent Ocˇ-sheaves are generically locally free, it suffices to check the state-
ment above on the level of fibers.
3.7. Small codimension argument and localization to fixed points. We
will now argue (3.8). To do so we will make use of localization of equivariant
cohomology for torus actions. Thus, we will shift to equivariant cohomology with
respect to the torus Cˇ. We recall that, in general,
H˚
Kˇ
pX,Fq “ H˚
Cˇ
pX,FqW pKˇq ;
here X is a variety and F is a Kˇ-equivariant sheaf in DKˇpXq.
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Thus, to prove (3.8) for the map (3.7) it first of all suffices to prove it for the
map
(3.9) H˚
Cˇ
pSq bH˚
Cˇ
pBˇq H
˚
Cˇ
pBˇ,Fq Ñ H˚
Cˇ
pS, i˚SpFqq
and it suffices to check the statement on the level of fibers.
To check the statement on the level of fibers, let us also recall the localization
theorem for equivariant cohomology, see, for example, [GKM, Theorem 6.2]. We
view H˚
Cˇ
pX,Fq as an H˚
Cˇ
ppt,Cq “ Crcˇs module. Let c P cˇ be generic. In the case
at hand this amounts to c not lying on any root hyperplanes. Then we have:
Ocˇ,c bOcˇ H
˚
Cˇ
pX,Fq – Ocˇ,c bOcˇ H
˚
Cˇ
pXc,Fq ,
where Ocˇ,c stands for the local ring at c. Furthermore, taking the quotient by the
maximal ideal we get an isomorphism on the fibers:
H˚
Cˇ
pX,Fqc – H
˚
Cˇ
pXc,Fqc ,
We will apply the localization theorem in this form.
Let us recall that Zgˇpcˇq “ tˇ is a maximal torus in gˇ. Recall also that the torus
cˇ has elements which are regular in gˇ, i.e., elements that do not lie in any root
hyperplane for g. Let us first consider such a c P cˇ.
Then by the above localization theorem for equivariant cohomology we get
isomorphisms of algebras and restrictions as follows:
(3.10)
H˚
Cˇ
pBˇqc
–
ÝÝÝÑ
À
xPBˇc
Cx
§§đ
§§đ
H˚
Cˇ
pSqc
–
ÝÝÝÑ
À
xPSc
Cx .
Furthermore, we get:
(3.11)
RΓCˇpFqc
–
ÝÝÝÑ
À
xPBˇc
Fx
§§đ
§§đ
RΓCˇpi
˚
SFqc
–
ÝÝÝÑ
À
xPSc
Fx .
In the above formulas Fx stands for the stalk of the complex F as the point x.
The isomorphisms and restrictions in (3.11) are compatible with the actions of
the algebras in (3.10). Thus, we conclude that for c regular in g we have
pH˚
Cˇ
pSq bH˚
Cˇ
pBˇq H
˚
Cˇ
pBˇ,Fqqc – H
˚
Cˇ
pS, i˚SpFqqc.
Thus we established part a) of (3.8) and that the cokernel in part b) of (3.8) is
concentrated on root hyperplanes. It remains to prove that the cokernel vanishes
generically on root hyperplanes.
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3.8. The small rank case. Let us then assume that c P cˇ X Hα is a general
element; here Hα Ă hˇ is the root hyperplane corresponding to the root α of hˇ in
gˇ. We write Cˇα for the codimension one sub torus of Cˇ corresponding to the root
α. In other words, Cˇα is the torus generated by c.
Let us write Z 1c for the derived group of the centralizer of c in Gˇ. Then, by
construction, the involution θ restricts to Z 1c and the group pZ
1
cq
θ of fixed points of
θ has rank 1. This imposes a very severe restriction on Z 1c. It can only happen if Z
1
c
has rank one or if it has rank two and the Cartan involution is not inner. Thus Z 1c
corresponds (up to isogeny) to one of the following real groups: SLp2,Rq, SUp2q,
SLp2,Cq, SLp3,Rq. It is also easy to see this from the geometric point of view
as follows. Because pZ 1cq
θ has rank one and it has to have an open orbit on the
flag manifold of Z 1c it follows that the flag manifold can have at most dimension
three. Thus, we recover the list above. Furthermore, as we have assumed that Kˇ
is connected, it follows that pZ 1cq
θ is connected.
The fixed point set Bˇc is a union of connected components each one of which
is isomorphic to the flag variety of Z 1c. It follows from the discussion above that
the components of Bˇc are either P1 or P1 ˆ P1 or the quadric Q Ă P2 ˆ P2.
Let us recall that we have to argue that the map in (3.9) is surjective in
codimension one, i.e., that for the c P Cˇα generic we have surjection:
pH˚
Cˇ
pSq bH˚
Cˇ
pBˇq H
˚
Cˇ
pBˇ,Fqqc Ñ H
˚
Cˇ
pS, i˚SpFqqc .
It of course suffices to prove that H˚
Cˇ
pBˇ,Fqc Ñ H
˚
Cˇ
pS, i˚SpFqqc is a surjection. Ap-
pealing once more to the localization theorem for equivariant cohomology [GKM,
Theorem 6.2] we get
(3.12)
H˚
Cˇ
pBˇ,Fqc ÝÝÝÑ H
˚
Cˇ
pS, i˚SpFqqc›››
›››
H˚
Cˇ
pBˇc,Fqc ÝÝÝÑ H
˚
Cˇ
pSc, i˚SpFqqc
As was pointed out above, the fixed point set Bˇc is a union of connected com-
ponents Y which are isomorphic to the flag variety of Z 1c. Thus, finally, we are
reduced to proving the surjectivity of
(3.13) H˚
CˇXZ 1c
pY,Fq Ñ H˚
CˇXZ 1c
pS X Y, i˚SpFqq
for the components Y of Bˇc . To do so, we first claim that:
For F P Sgr the complex i˚Y pFq is semi-simple.
As F is pointwise pure, we conclude from lemma 3.6 below that i˚ZpFq is pure.
Hence it is semi-simple. We state the lemma using more general notation. Let X
be the flag manifold of reductive algebraic group G and let C be a sub torus of
a maximal torus T of G. Then:
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Lemma 3.6. Let F P DCpXq be pure. Then its restriction F|XC to the fixed point
set XC of C is also pure.
Proof. The centralizer ZGpCq is a connected reductive group which acts transi-
tively on the components of XC . Let us write Y for one of the components. As
T acts on Y , let us consider a point y P Y which is fixed by T . Let us consider
the root space decomposition
g “ t ‘
à
αPΦpG,T q
gα .
The choice of the point y picks a particular choice of positive roots ΦpG, T q`y .
Let us now consider the tangent space TyX . We can perform the following iden-
tifications:
TyX “
à
αPΦpG,T q´y
gα and TyY “
à
αPΦpG,T q´y
α|C“0
gα.
Let us now choose Gm Ă T in such a way that α|Gm is positive for all α P
ΦpG, T q´y for which α|C ‰ 0. Then X
Gm “ XC and the Gm action is contracting
near Y . It is obviously contracting near y, but then it is contracting everywhere
because ZGpCq acts transitively on Y and commutes with Gm.
Of course F is Gm equivariant. By [Br], theorem 2, hyperbolic localization
preserves purity. As our action is attracting, hyperbolic localization reduces to
ordinary restriction.

We conclude that it suffices to prove (3.13) with F replaced by an irreducible
Kˇ X Z 1c-equivariant sheaf G on Y , i.e., that
(3.14) H˚
CˇXZ 1c
pY,Gq Ñ H˚
CˇXZ 1c
pS X Y, i˚SpGqq
is surjective where Y is the flag manifold of Z 1c. As S is a closed orbit it consists
of θ-stable Borels in Bˇ. Therefore SXY consists of θ-stable Borels in Y . As SXY
is connected on general grounds we conclude that S X Y is a closed pZ 1cq
θ-orbit.
Recall that we have the following possibilities. When Y “ P1 then Z 1c is, up
to isogeny, SLp2q or C˚. When Y “ P1 ˆ P1 then Z 1c is, up to isogeny, SLp2q
and when Y “ Q then Z 1c is, up to isogeny, SOp3q. We first observe that in each
of these cases the closures Z 1c-orbits on Y are smooth. If G is an intersection
homology complex associated to a non-constant local system the Z 1c corresponds
to SLp2,Rq or SLp3,Rq and the support of G is all of Y . When this is the case
i˚SpGq “ 0 and the surjectivity in (3.14) obvious. When Z
1
c corresponds to SLp2,Rq
one sees immediately that i˚SpGq “ 0 for the non-trivial rank one local system.
When Z 1c corresponds to SLp3,Rq there are three non-trivial local systems. When
the rank one local system is non-trivial only around one of the codimension one
orbits the smoothness of the closures of the codimension one orbits immediately
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implies that i˚SpGq “ 0. When the local system is non-trivial around both of the
codimension one orbits a short calculation shows that i˚SpGq “ 0, or, alternatively,
it also follows from the fact that G corresponds to the irreducible principal series
and in this case G is clean.
We are now reduced to consider the case when G is an intersection homology
complex associated to a trivial local system. The smoothness of closures of the
orbits then imply that G is a constant sheaf on a closure of an orbit. Let us write
R for an orbit closure. Considering the composition
H˚
CˇXZ 1c
pY,Cq Ñ H˚
CˇXZ 1c
pR,Cq Ñ H˚
CˇXZ 1c
pS X Y,Cq
we are reduced to showing that
H˚
CˇXZ 1c
pY,Cq Ñ H˚
CˇXZ 1c
pS X Y,Cq
is surjective. This follows from:
Proposition 3.7. Let G be a semisimple algebraic group with an involution θ
such that the fixed point set K of θ is connected. Let us write Y for the flag
manifold of G, S for a closed K-orbit on Y and C for a Cartan of K. Then we
have a surjection
H˚CpY,Cq Ñ H
˚
CpS,Cq .
Proof. Proceeding in an analogous manner as in the proof of Lemma 3.1 we see
that
H˚CpY,Cq “ Crts bCrtsW Crcs ,
where t “ Zgpcq. Now Y X S is a flag manifold of K and we can think of the
map S X Y Ă Y as an inclusion K{K XB Ă G{B for a particular Borel B in G.
Proceeding as above, we see that
H˚CpS,Cq “ Crcs bCrcsW pKq Crcs .
proving the surjectivity of H˚CpY,Cq Ñ H
˚
CpS,Cq .

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2.
3.9. The case of disconnected Kˇ. Let us now consider the general case, i.e.,
the case when Kˇ is possibly not connected. We define the block variety B using
the group Kˇ˝, i.e.,
B “ cˇ{W pKˇ˝, cˇq ˆhˇ{W hˇ
We note that we have the following exact sequence
1ÑW pKˇ˝, cˇq ÑW pKˇ, cˇq Ñ S Ñ 1 ,
where S “ Kˇ{Kˇ˝. Furthermore, recall again that Zgˇpcˇq “ tˇ is a maximal torus
in gˇ and that the torus cˇ contains elements which are regular in gˇ, i.e., elements
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that do not lie in any root hyperplane for g. Thus, NGˇpˇtq “ NGˇpcˇq. This implies
that W pKˇ, cˇq Ă W pGˇ, cˇq ĂW pGˇ, tˇq “ W . Thus:
We have an action of S on cˇ{W pKˇ˝, cˇq such that
the induced action on the quotient cˇ{W pGˇ, cˇq is trivial .
Therefore the action of S on B takes place on the factor cˇ{W pKˇ˝, cˇq.
We define a functor from D to CohSpBq by sending F P D to RΓKˇ˝pFq. The
case of connected Kˇ immediately implies the general case:
Theorem 3.8. The functor RΓKˇ˝ induces full embeddings S Ñ Coh
SpBq, Sgr Ñ
CohSˆC
ˆ
pBq.
3.10. The description of the principal block. The following Theorem sum-
marizes the results of this section. To state it recall that the component of B
are in canonical bijection with W {W 1M. Let us call components corresponding to
elements in the subset W θ{W 1M preferred components. These are in bijection with
the set of closed Kˇ0 orbits on Bˇ and also with the set of LadM pX0q.
Theorem 3.9. Let A Ă CohpBq, Agr Ă Coh
CˆpBq be the full subcategories
generated by the structure sheaves of preferred components under the action of
the functors pr˚αprα˚, direct sums and direct summands (respectively, direct sums,
summands and shifts). Let AS be the full subcategory in CohSpBq defined as the
preimage of A under the forgetful functor CohSpBq Ñ CohpBq and similarly for
ASgr.
Then the functor RΓKˇ0 induces equivalences
SĄÝÑAS,
SgrĄÝÑASgr,
where S, Sgr were defined in section 3.1.
Proof. The second equivalence follows from the first one provided that the iso-
morphisms on Hom’s induced by the equivalence are compatible with the gradings
on the two sides. We proceed to construct such an equivalence.
Assume first that Kˇ is connected. Then the functor RΓKˇ |L is fully faithful by
Theorem 3.2. Its image is generated under the functors pr˚αprα˚ by the images
of constant sheaves on closed orbits in view of Lemma 3.4 and Proposition 3.5.
These images are exactly the structure sheaves of components of B by Lemma
3.3. This proves the Theorem for connected Kˇ.
Turning to the general case, we see that the functor is fully faithful by Theorem
3.8. We claim that an object F P CohSpBq lies in the image of RΓKˇ |L iff ForgpFq P
CohpBq lies in the image of RΓKˇ˝|L˝, where the notation is self-explanatory. The
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”only if” part of the statement is clear from the commutative diagram
LKˇ
ResKˇ
Kˇ˝ÝÝÝÝÑ L˝
Kˇ
RΓKˇ
§§đ
§§đRΓKˇ˝
CohSpBq
Forg
ÝÝÝÑ CohpBq
The ”if” part follows by considering adjoint to functors in the last diagram and
observing that F P LK is a direct summand in Ind
Kˇ
Kˇ˝
˝ ResKˇ
Kˇ˝
pFq. 
4. Integral regular blocks for a quasi-split group
4.1. Statement of results. In this section we provide a description of a blockM
in the category of pg, Kq modules with a regular integral generalized infinitesimal
character for a pair pg, Kq coming from a quasi-split real group GR.
It will be convenient to enlarge the categoryM to the category pM of pro-objects
in M. Every irreducible object in M admits a projective cover in pM which is
unique up to an isomorphism. Let P Ă pM be the full subcategory formed by
finite sums of projective covers of irreducible (equivalently, any) objects in M. It
is easy to see that P can be also realized as a full subcategory in the category
of finitely generated modules over Upgq bZpgq Zpgqλˆ equipped with a compatible
K-action, where Zpgqλˆ is the completion of the center of the enveloping Zpgq at
the maximal ideal corresponding to λ.
Let pB denote the completion of B at zero, by which we understand the spec-
trum of the completion of the coordinate ring OpBq at the corresponding max-
imal ideal. Define a full subcategory Aˆ Ă CohppBq as the image of the category
A introduced in Theorem 3.9 under the completion functor CohpBq Ñ CohppBq.
Likewise, AˆS Ă CohSppBq is defined as the essential image of AS.
The goal of this section is the following
Theorem 4.1. There exists a canonical equivalence P – AˆS.
The proof of this theorem follows from propositions 4.2, 4.4, and 4.6 which we
state in this subsection. The proof of these propositions occupies the rest of the
section.
Along with M we will need to consider the singular category of Harish-Chandra
modules Msing. To define it assume first that G is simply connected and thus K
is connected. Then we have an irreducible G-module with highest weight λ ` ρ
which can be used to define the translation functor TλÑ´ρ from the category
of pg, Kq-modules with generalized infinitesimal character λ to the category of
pg, Kq-modules with generalized infinitesimal character ´ρ. We write Msing for
the Serre subcategory generated by the image of M under TλÑ´ρ.
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We now drop the assumption that G is simply connected. Let Gsc be the
universal cover of G and letKsc be the preimage ofK under the universal covering
map Gsc Ñ G. Recall that the finite group ZpGqXK acts on all modules in M by
a fixed character, which we denote by χ. Let rχ be the pull back of χ to the group
ZpGscq XKsc. The pull back functor from pg, Kq-modules to pg, Kscq-modules is
fully faithful and ZpGscq XKsc acts on the modules in the image by rχ.
Set rχ1 “ rχ ¨ χ´1λ where χλ is the character by which ZpGscq XKsc acts on the
irreducible Gsc module of highest weight Vλ`ρ. Consider the category of pg, Kscq
modules with generalized infinitesimal character ´ρ, where ZpGscqXKsc acts by
the character rχ1. The translation functor TλÑ´ρ sends M to that category; we let
Msing denote the Serre subcategory generated by the image of M under TλÑ´ρ.
We write Psing for the category of projective pro-objects in Msing which are
finite sums of projective covers of irreducible objects. Let us write CohS0 pa
˚{W 1Mq
for the category of S-equivariant coherent sheaves on a˚{W 1M set theoretically
supported at zero. We denote by {a˚{W 1
M
the completion of a˚{W 1M at zero and
then write CohSfrp
{a˚{W 1
M
q for the category of projective (equivalently, free) S-
equivariant coherent sheaves on {a˚{W 1
M
.
Proposition 4.2. We have canonical equivalences: Msing – Coh
S
0 pa
˚{W 1Mq and
Psing – Coh
S
frp
{a˚{W 1
M
q.
Recall the extended enveloping algebra rUpgq “ Upgq bZpgq Symphq, where the
action of the center of the enveloping algebra Zpgq on Symphq comes from the
Harish-Chandra isomorphism, see, for example, [BeGi].
Let rMsing be the category of prUpgq, Kq-modules, such that restricting the action
of rUpgq to Upgq one gets a module in Msing. We will call rMsing the extended
singular block.
Corollary 4.3. The extended singular block rMsing is naturally equivalent to
CohS0 pBq.
The arguments in section 1 of [BeGi] show that the translation functor T “
TλÑ´ρ admits a natural lifting to the “extended translation functor” rT : M ÑrMsing. If we write res : rMsing ÑMsing for the restriction functor then
T “ res ˝ rT .
By Corollary 4.3 the extended translation functor can be viewed as a functorrT : M Ñ CohS0 pBq. The functor rT extends to the category of pro-objects and we
continue to write rT for the resulting extension.
Proposition 4.4. The functor rT |P is fully faithful.
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Before describing the last ingredient of the proof we define an important set of
objects in pM. Let L “ j!˚pLrdimXLsq be an irreducible object in M, where we
have written j : XL Ñ X for the embedding of the open K-orbit in the support
of L and L for the corresponding irreducible local system. Let E be the free
pro-unipotent local system on the torus AL “ XL{K (see [Be2] for the original
reference and [BY] where it was used in a closely related context).
Definition 4.5. The deformed principal series module ΠL is given by:
ΠL “ j!pLb ErdimXLsq.
We consider ΠL as an object in pM. We will only be interested in the deformed
principal series modules attached to the maximally split Cartan, i.e., in the cases
when dimension of the torus AL is maximal. It is easy to see that ΠL is a
projective cover of L in the full abelian subcategory of pM consisting of sheaves
supported on the closure of XL. In particular, ΠL P P when XL is the open orbit.
Recall that the we have fixed a bijection betweenW θ{WM and the set ofKˆH-
equivariant local systems on X0 such that j!˚pLq PM. For v PW
θ{WM let Lv be
the corresponding local system and Lv be the corresponding irreducible object.
Our next goal is to describe the image of the fully faithful functor rT on P. To
that end we recall the notion of wall-crossing functors, we use [BeGi] and [Hu,
Chapter 7] as a general reference. Recall that Rα “ TµÑλ ˝ TλÑµ where µ is
a (generic) weight on the α-wall. The translation functors TλÑµ are defined in
the same manner as the TλÑ´ρ introduced earlier. It is a standard fact (see e.g.
[BeGi, Proposition 3.1(a)]) that for an irreducible module L its translation to the
wall TλÑµpLq is either zero or irreducible. Furthermore, if we are given another
irreducible module L1 fl L we have TλÑµpLq fl TλÑµpL
1q unless TλÑµpLq “ 0 “
TλÑµpL
1q. Using adjointness between TµÑλ and TλÑµ we see that for an irreducible
module L the module RαpLq has a simple socle isomorphic to L, thus it belongs
to the block of L and we get the wall-crossing functor Rα : M Ñ M. We note
further that Rα : PÑ P.
Also, recall from section 3.1 that the components of B are in bijection with
W {W 1M, let Bv be the component corresponding to v P W
θ{W 1M. The notation
Wα “ t1, sαu Ă W was introduced in subsection 3.3.
Proposition 4.6. a) P is generated by the deformed principal series modules
ΠLv , v PW
θ{W 1M under the action of the functors Rα and taking direct sums and
summands.
b) We have a natural isomorphism
rT ˝ Rα – pr˚αprα˚ ˝ rT .
Here we identified the target category of rT with Coh0pBq, notation prα has been
introduced in section 3.3.
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c) If G is adjoint (so that WM “ W
1
M) then
rT sends ΠLv to yOBv , v PW θ{W 1M.
For a general G the functor rT sends ΠLv to Àrv
zOBĂv, where rv runs over the set
of elements in W θ{W 1M projecting to v P W
θ{WM; the sheaf
À
rv
zOBĂv is equipped
with the obvious S-equivariant structure.
Proof. Recall that (see e.g. [BeGi]), for M P M its wall-crossing RαpMq fits in
the distinguished triangle
(4.1) M Ñ RαpMq Ñ IαpMq ÑMr1s,
where Iα is the intertwining functor corresponding to the simple root α, see section
4.3.
This allows us to employ the method of the geometric proof of Casselman’s
submodule theorem in [BB]. Let us consider the projective cover PL of the irre-
ducible object L in M. There exists a sequence of simple roots α1, . . . , αm, such
that Rα1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ RαmpLq has nonzero restriction to the open orbit in X . We see
this as follows. Using induction on the codimension of support of L, we reduce
to showing that for every irreducible L P M with supppLq Ĺ X , there exists a
simple root α, such that supppRαpLqq Ľ supppLq. It is easy to see that this is
the case when dimpsupppLqq “ dimpsupppπαpLqq, which obviously does happen
for some simple root α unless supppLq “ X .
It follows from the above that there is an L such that HompΠL, Rα1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝
RαnpLqq ‰ 0. Thus, by adjunction, HompRαm ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ Rα1pΠLq, Lq ‰ 0. Therefore
PL embeds in the projective Rαm ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ Rα1pΠLq proving (a).
Part (b) follows from a general property of translation functors proved in [BeGi,
Proposition 3.5]: the functor TλÑµ ˝ TµÑλ is isomorphic to the functor N ÞÑrUpgq b rUpgqWα N “ Symphq bSymphqWα N (In the notation of [BeGi] Wα is called
Wµ). Now,
rT ˝ RαpMq “ rTλÑ´ρ ˝ TµÑλ ˝ TλÑµpMq “ rTµÑ´ρ ˝ TλÑµ ˝ TµÑλ ˝ TλÑµpMq
“ rTµÑ´ρpSymphq bSymphqWα TλÑµpMqq “ Symphq bSymphqWα rTµÑ´ρTλÑµpMq
“ pr˚αprα˚ ˝ rT pMq
Part (c) will be verified in section 4.4 after the proof of Proposition 4.2.
4.2. Fully faithful translation toMsing: proof of Proposition 4.4. We have
to show that
(4.2) HompP,QqĄÝÑ HomprT pP q, rT pQqq
for P,Q P P.
First we claim that (4.2) holds when either P or Q is of the form T´ρÑλpMq
for some M P pM´ρ. The case P “ T´ρÑλpMq is [BeGi, Corollary 3.1]. The
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case Q “ T´ρÑλpMq is deduced from [BeGi, Proposition 3.3] in the same manner
as [BeGi, Corollary 3.3].
We now turn to the general case. It suffices to prove the statement for a
projective generator Q. Furthermore, it is straightforward to check that it suffices
to show that for the projective generator Q we can find an exact sequence of the
form
0Ñ QÑ T´ρÑλM1 Ñ T´ρÑλM2.
In fact we claim that we obtain such a sequence by setting M1 “ TλÑ´ρpQq,
M2 “ TλÑ´ρpCq, where C “ cokerpQÑ T´ρÑλpM1qq. The maps are the canonical
adjunction arrows. One sees easily that we are reduced to showing that the maps
(4.3a) QÑ T´ρÑλTλÑ´ρpQq
and
(4.3b) C Ñ T´ρÑλTλÑ´ρpCq
are injective.
We prove the statements above for a specific projective generator which we
construct as follows. Let us write by Q “ UpgqbUpkq V , where V is a finite dimen-
sional K-representation, Upgq acts naturally from the left and K acts diagonally:
kpub vq “ Adpkqpuq b kv. The module Q is a projective pg, Kq-module (no con-
ditions on the central character) as it represents the exact functor HomKpV, q.
We get a projective generator of M by choosing V so that it includes at least
one K-type from each irreducible module in M and then setting Q P pM to be
the formal completion of Q. More precisely, the pro-object Q P pM is defined by
Q “ limÐÝ
n
pQ{mnλQqM, where mλ is the ideal in the center of the enveloping Zpgq
corresponding to λ and the subscript M denotes the projection of the pg, Kq-
module to the block M. The corresponding module over Upgqλˆ is clearly a direct
summand in QbZpgq Zpgqλˆ (see §4.1 for notation).
Let us write g “ k ‘ p for the Cartan decomposition with respect to θ. By
a result of Kostant and Rallis, see [KR, Theorem 15] and also [BBG, Theorem
1.6], Q is a free module over the algebra Symppqk “ SympaqWR. Furthermore, the
center Zpgq of Upgq acts on Q via the projection SymphqW Ñ SympaqWR, i.e.,
via the closed subscheme a˚{WR Ă h
˚{W . In particular, Q “ Qpλ is torsion free
over Opa˚{WRqpλ. Note also that the considerations above show that the center
Zpgq acts on any finitely generated pg, Kq-module via the quotient SympaqWR,
i.e., the category of finitely generated pg, Kq-modules is supported on the closed
subscheme a˚{WR Ă h
˚{W .
We have the following:
Lemma 4.7. IfM PM is torsion free over Opa˚{WRqpλ thenM Ñ T´ρÑλTλÑ´ρpMq
is injective.
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Proof. We write Kpλ for the fraction field of Opa˚{WRqpλ and similarly K´pρ for
the fraction field of Opa˚{WRqpλ. Let us write Mfrac for the category we obtain
by base changing M to the generic point SpecpKpλq via the functor N ÞÑ NKpλ “
NbOpa˚{WRqpλKpλ and similarly we writeM
frac
sing when we apply this functor toMsing.
The objects inMfrac are UpgqbZpgqKpλ-modules. Furthermore, the categoryMfrac
is semisimple as it consists of Harish-Chandra modules at a generic infinitesimal
character. In particular, the standard modules inM associated to irreducible local
systems on orbits attached to the maximally split Cartan become irreducible in
Mfrac and all the other standard modules go to zero. Using the fact that we are
working at generic points, we note that the translation functor TλÑ´ρ from Mfrac
to Mfracsing does not send any objects to zero.
Because M is torsion free we have M Ă MKpλ . The discussion above implies
that
MKpλ is a direct summand of T´ρÑλTλÑ´ρpMKpλq .
Now,
T´ρÑλTλÑ´ρpMKpλq “ T´ρÑλTλÑ´ρpMq bOpa˚{WRqpλ Kpλ
Thus, M Ñ T´ρÑλTλÑ´ρpMq is injective. 
Also, as Q is torsion free over Opa˚{WRqpλ we conclude by the lemma that (4.3a)
is injective. Thus, to show the injectivity of (4.3b) it suffices to show that C is
torsion free over Opa˚{WRqpλ. Concretely, we have to show that for f P Opa˚{WRqpλ
the multiplication map C
f ¨
ÝÑ C is injective. By the 5-lemma this reduces to
showing that the map Q{fQÑ T´ρÑλTλÑ´ρpQ{fQq is injective.
If Q{fQ Ñ T´ρÑλTλÑ´ρpQ{fQq is not injective then its kernel is a nonzero
submoduleM Ă Q{fQ such that TλÑ´ρpMq “ 0. Let us write N for the nilpotent
cone in g. It is a standard fact that TλÑ´ρpNq “ 0 for N P M if and only if the
dimension of the support variety of N , the Gelfand–Kirillov dimension of N , is
less than dimpBq (see also Remark 4.13 below). Since G is quasi-split we have also
dimpBq “ dimpNXpq. Thus, for the pro-objectM “ limÐÝMn the Gelfand–Kirillov
of each Mn is less than the dimension of the K-nilpotent cone N X p.
However, using the canonical filtration of Q generated by 1b V over Upgq, we
see that grpQq “ V b pSymppqq as a Sympgq-module. Therefore,
(4.4) grpQq “ V b pSymppq bOpa˚{WRq Opa
˚{WRqp0q .
Let us write m for the maximal ideal of Opa˚{WRq0 and Qn for Qpλ{mn`1. Then,
using the fact that Symppq is flat over Opa˚{WRq we see that
(4.5) grppQ{fQqnq “ V b pSymppq bOpa˚{WRq Opa
˚{WRq0{pm
n`1, fqq
is a Cohen-Macauley module with maximum dimensional support on the K-
nilpotent cone N X p. Thus, pQ{fQqn has no submodules of lower dimensional
support. This implies that Mn “ 0 and hence M “ 0.
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4.3. Cross action and intertwining functors. We will use the cross action
introduced in [Vo3, Definition 8.3.1] on the set of irreducible objects inM, denoted
by w : L ÞÑ wˆL and its relation to intertwining functors Iw : D
bpMq Ñ DbpMq
of [BB]. Recall that, as λ is dominant, the latter can be characterized by:
(4.6) RΓw¨λpIwpMqq – RΓλpMq,
where ΓµpMq denotes the direct summand in ΓpX,Mq on which the abstract
Cartan h acts through the generalized infinitesimal character µ.
We will also need the alternative geometric description of Iw. Assume for
simplicity that w is a simple reflection sα. Let us write Bα for the variety of pairs
px1, x2q in BˆB in relative position sα, and p, q for the natural projections
(4.7) B
p
ÐÝÝÝ Bα
q
ÝÝÝÑ B
to the two factors. As is explained in [SV] section 10 we extend (4.7) into a
commutative diagram
X
p
ÐÝÝÝ Yα
pq
ÝÝÝÑ X§§đ
§§đ
§§đ
B
p
ÐÝÝÝ Bα
q
ÝÝÝÑ B
In this diagram Yα Ñ Bα is also an H-torsor and the maps satisfy:
(4.8) pph ¨ yq “ h ¨ ppyq and pqph ¨ yq “ sαphq ¨ pqpyq
for all y P pYα and h P H . We also note that the two outer squares in the above
diagram are Cartesian. The intertwining functors Iα : DKpBq Ñ DKpBq and
Iα : D
Hmon
K pXq Ñ D
Hmon
K pXq (which by abuse of notation we denote by the same
symbol) are given by the formulas
(4.9) Iα “ q˚p
˚r1s or Iα “ pq˚p˚r1s ;
here : DHmonK pXq stands for the category of K-equivariant, H-monodromic D-
modules (or constructible sheaves) on X . These functors are known to be equiva-
lences satisfying the braid relations (see [De]2 where this observation is attributed
to Broue´ and Michel [BrMi], although in some form it goes back to [BB]), thus
they extend to an action of the braid group on the two categories; the functor Iw
is then the action of the canonical lift of w to the braid group.
Notice that DbpMq can be realized as a full subcategory in DHmonK pXq: this
follows by a straightforward generalization of the proof of [BGS, Corollary 3.3.2]
using existence of projective pro-objects in pM filtered by deformed principle series
objects.
It was pointed out before Proposition 4.6 that wall crossing functors Rα pre-
serve the block, in view of (4.1) it follows that so do the intertwining functors Iα
2The discussion in loc. cit. applies to sheaves on G{B, not the monodromic sheaves on X ,
but the same proof applies to that latter case.
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and Iw, w PW , i.e. Iw preserves the subcategory D
bpMq Ă DHmonK pXq. It is clear
from the above that the actions of intertwining operators on DHmonK pXq and on
DKpBq are compatible via the pull back functor.
We are primarily interested in local systems on the orbits attached to the
maximally split Cartan. In this case the relationship between the cross action and
the intertwining functors is easier to state. In particular, the following statement
characterizes the cross action on such local systems uniquely in terms of the
functors Iw. It is not used in the body of the paper, but we include it for
completeness. Its proof makes use of Proposition 4.10 below.
For an irreducible object L P M let us write ∆L for the standard cover, i.e.,
the !-extensions of the corresponding local system on a K ˆH-orbit on X .
Claim 4.8. a) Assume that L is supported on the open orbit. Then the object
Iwp∆Lq is a perverse sheaf whose support coincides with that of w ˆ L, and we
have:
Iwp∆Lq|OwˆL – pw ˆ Lq|OwˆL .
b) If L is supported on the open orbit then w ˆ L is supported on an orbit
attached to the maximally split Cartan. Every irreducible object in M supported
on such an orbit has the form w ˆ L for some L supported on the open orbit.
Proof. Since this statement will not be used in the rest of the paper, we only
include a sketch of the proof.
Part (a) follows from Proposition 4.10(a) once we know that Iwp∆Lq is a per-
verse sheaf. The open K-orbit in B0 is the quotient of K by KXT for a maximal
torus T Ă G, thus it is affine. This allows one to present Iwp∆Lq both as a ˚ and
as a ! direct image under an affine morphism, which implies perversity, cf. e.g.
[BM, §5.1].
Part (b) follows from the proof of Proposition 4.10(b). Indeed, under our
assumptions the only situation when the open orbit O in the support of L differs
from the open orbit O1 in the support of sα ˆ L is the complex root situation
(cases (i,ii) in the proof); in these cases O1 is the only orbit in π´1α παpOq different
from O and it again belongs to the maximally split Cartan, which implies the
first sentence in part (b) of the Claim. To verify the second statement observe
that for every orbit O except for the open one there exists a simple root α such
that dim π´1α παpOq ą dimpOq. As it is pointed out in the proof of Proposition
4.10(b), if O belongs to the maximally split Cartan then this can only happen in
the complex root situation analyzed in case (ii) of the proof. Thus the support
of sα ˆ L in this case will have larger dimension than L. Applying induction we
find w P W such that w ˆ L is supported on the open orbit. 
We will also need some standard properties of the intertwining functors Iw; we
sketch the argument as we were unable to find exact references.
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Proposition 4.9. a) Let µ be such that pµ` ρ, αq “ 0 for a simple root α. Then
we have a canonical isomorphism
TλÑµpMq – TλÑµpIsαpMqq.
b) We have an action of W on K0pMq given by w : rMs ÞÑ rIwpMqs. We have
(4.10) K0pT´ρÑλTλÑ´ρq “
ÿ
p´1qℓpwqw P ZrW s.
Proof. a) follows from (4.6) and [BeGi, Proposition 2.8] (note that in loc. cit. the
requirement that the weights are dominant is imposed but the statement remains
true with the same proof for not necessarily dominant weights if by Γλ, Γµ one
understands the corresponding derived global sections functor).
Part (b) can also be deduced from [BeGi, Proposition 2.8]. In view of loc.
cit., for a D-module M P M the Lie algebra module T´ρÑλTλÑ´ρpMq is given
by prλpVλ`ρ b RΓ´ρpMqq, where prλ denotes projection to the generalized in-
finitesimal central character λ and Vν denotes the finite dimensional irreducible
g-module with highest weight ν. We have a standard filtration on Vλ`ρ b OG{B
with associated graded OpνqbVλ`ρrνs. It induces a filtration on the sheaf V bM ,
which yields an equality in the Grothendieck group of pg,Kq-modules:
rVλ`ρ bRΓ´ρpMqs “
ÿ
ν
rVλ`ρrνs bRΓρ`νpMqs.
Applying prλ to the right hand side removes the terms corresponding to non-
extremal weights of Vλ`ρ, in view of (4.6) the resulting expression coincides with
the right hand side of the equality in (4.10). 
For an irreducible object L PM let OL denote the open orbit in the support of
L. Recall the deformed principal series modules ΠL introduced in Definition 4.5.
Proposition 4.10. Assume that OL is attached to the maximally split Cartan.
a) We have an equality in the Grothendieck group K0pMq: rIwp∆Lqs “ r∆wˆLs.
b) Let µ be such that pµ ` ρ, αq “ 0 for a simple root α. Then we have
isomorphisms:
(4.11) TλÑµp∆sαˆLq – TλÑµp∆Lq,
(4.12) TλÑµpΠsαˆLq – TλÑµpΠLq.
Proof. Let us recall that in the definition of the functors TλÑ´ρ and TλÑµ we
pass to the simply connected cover Gsc. Thus, in proving the proposition we
can assume without loss of generality that G is simply connected. Then the
objects L, ∆L are pull-backs of perverse sheaves on B which we will, by abuse of
notation, denote by the same symbols. In view of the compatibility between the
intertwining functors acting on DKpBq and D
Hmon
K pXq pointed out above, part
(a) and (4.11) follow from the corresponding statements about sheaves on B. We
now proceed to prove these statements obtaining (4.12) as a consequence.
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Let O denote the image of OL in B.
We will use the notation and terminology of [Vo4] which we recall here briefly.
We first note that as we are considering orbits attached to the maximally split
Cartan there are no non-compact imaginary roots. There are no compact imagi-
nary roots either as the group GR is quasisplit. Let us now consider the projection
πα : B Ñ G{Pα where Pα is the parabolic corresponding to the simple root α;
we are interested in the restriction πα|O. In the case the root α is complex πα|O
is either an isomorphism onto its image or it is an A1-fibration. If α is real then
πα|O is a C
˚-fibration. We say that α is of type I if π´1α παpOq´O consists of two
K-orbit and say that it is of type II if it consists of one K-orbit. We say that L
(or ∆L) satisfies the parity condition, or, in the terminology of [Vo4], sα P τp∆Lq,
if L extends to a local system on π´1α παpOq. Otherwise we say that it does not
satisfy the parity condition or that sα R τp∆Lq.
a) It follows from the discussion above that the simple root α is either real or
complex. Thus, one of the formulas (b1), (b2), (c2), (d2) or (e) in [Vo4, Definition
6.4] applies. These formulas relate the cross action of a simple reflection s to the
operator Ts. According to [LV] the operator ´Ts coincides with the effect of Is
on the K-group. In fact, [Vo4] is concerned with the action of these operators
on the q-deformed version of the K-group acted upon by the Hecke algebra, to
pass to our present setting one needs to specialize the variable u appearing in
[Vo4, §6.4] to u “ 1. Also note that the basis elements γ considered in loc. cit.
correspond to classes of the form p´1qdr∆Ls, where d is the dimension of support
of L. Taking into account that for a real type root and sα R τ , i.e., when α does
not satisfy the parity condition, one has s ˆ γ “ γ, see [Vo3, Proposition, 8.3.18
f)], we get the statement.
To check b) we split the argument into the same cases as in part a).
In the first two cases we assume that α is a complex root and in the remaining
two cases we assume that α is a real root.
i) Let α be a complex root such that the map πα|O is an A
1 fibration. Then it
is easy to see that Isαp∆Lq – ∆L1 , where L
1 is an irreducible associated to a local
system on the orbit O1 “ π´1α παpOqzO (which is a locally closed codimension one
subvariety in the closure of O). Part (a) shows then that L1 “ sα ˆ L, so (4.11)
follows from Proposition 4.9(a). It is also easy to see that IsαpΠLq – ΠL1, which
yields (4.12).
ii) Let α be a complex root such that the map πα|O is one to one. In this case
Isαp∆Lq is supported on the closure of O
1 “ π´1α παpOqzO (we note that O is a
locally closed codimension one subvariety in the closure of O1). More precisely,
Isαp∆Lq “ j!j
1
˚pL
1rdimO1sq for a local system L1 on O1, where j1 : O1 Ñ π´1α παpOq
and j : π´1α παpOq Ñ B are the embeddings. Again, part (a) shows that L
1 “ sαˆL
where L1 is the irreducible associated to the local system L1. Switching the roles
of L1 and L we arrive at the situation (i), so the required isomorphisms can be
obtained as the inverses to the isomorphisms constructed in (i).
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iii) Let α be a real root and thus the map πα|O is a C
˚-fibration. We assume
first that the restriction of L “ L|OL to a fiber is nontrivial, i.e., α does not satisfy
the parity condition. Then it is easy to see that Isαp∆Lq – ∆L, IsαpΠLq – ΠL.
We can again apply part (a) to see that L “ sα ˆ L which yields (4.11), (4.12).
iv) Let α be a real root and thus the map πα|O is a C
˚-fibration. Now we assume
that the restriction of the local system L “ L|OL to a fiber is trivial, i.e., that α
satisfies the parity condition. Then the object Isαp∆Lq can be described as follows:
Isαp∆Lq “ j
1
!j˚pL
1qrdimOs, where j : O Ñ π´1α παpOq and j
1 : π´1α παpOq Ñ B are
the embeddings and L1 is a local system on OL which is also trivial along the
fiber. We apply part (a) once more to conclude that psα ˆ LqOL “ L
1. We
also obtain a canonical map Isαp∆Lq Ñ ∆sαˆL as follows. Let us write L¯ for
the extension of L1 to a local system on π´1α παpOq and let us write L
2 “ L¯|BO
where BO “ π´1α παpOq ´O. Note that BO consists of either one or two K-orbits
depending on whether α is of type I or type II. In any event, we obtain a canonical
morphism obtained as a composition
j˚pL
1qrdimOs Ñ L2rdim BOs Ñ j!pL
1qrdimOs
whose kernel and cokernel are isomorphic to L¯rdimOs. By applying j1! to this
morphism we obtain a canonical morphism Isαp∆Lq Ñ ∆sαˆL whose cokernel
and kernel are j!L¯rdimOs. As the functor TλÑµ kills this latter object we obtain
(4.11), (4.12). 
4.4. The singular block: proof of Proposition 4.2. We start by recalling
some standard facts.
Lemma 4.11. a) The extended translation functor is a Serre factorization.
b) The translation functor TλÑ´ρ sends irreducible objects in M to irreducible
objects in Msing or annihilates them. Every irreducible object in Msing comes by
translation from a unique irreducible object in M.
Proof. Part (b) follows from (a) and (a) is [BeGi, Proposition 3.1.]. 
Lemma 4.12. Assume that G is adjoint. There exists exactly one irreducible
object L0 in M which does not go to zero under TλÑ´ρ.
Proof. We deduce the Lemma from the main result of [Vo5, Theorem 1.15].
We claim that the bijection between irreducible objects in M and qM con-
structed in loc. cit. sends a module satisfying the property in the statement of
the Lemma into a finite dimensional module. To see this recall that the corre-
sponding duality between the Grothendieck groups is compatible the usual W -
actions up to twisting with the sign character [ABV, Proposition 17.16]. Now the
claim follows since the space ofW -invariants K0p qMqW is generated by the classes
of finite dimensional modules in M, while the space K0pMqW,sgn of sign coinvari-
ants in K0pMq is isomorphic to the image of K0pMq under the map induced by
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the functor TλÑ´ρ: here the first first statement is standard and the second one
follows from Proposition 4.9(b).
It is clear that a block in the category of pgˇ, Kˇq-modules can not contain more
than one finite dimensional module as Gˇ is simply connected and therefore Kˇ is
connected, so the isomorphism class of a pgˇ, Kˇq-module is uniquely determined
by its isomorphism class as a gˇ-module. Thus the Lemma follows.
Remark 4.13. Another, more elementary result of Vogan [Vo2, Theorem 6.2]
provides a direct classification for irreducible modules of maximal Gelfand-Kirillov
dimension. It is a standard fact that for G quasi-split this condition is equivalent
to nonvanishing of the image of the module under TλÑ´ρ: one way to see it is by
using Proposition 4.9(b) and the fact that for w P W , M PM the virtual module
M ´ wpMq has Gelfand-Kirillov dimension less than dimpBq.
It would be interesting to deduce the Lemma directly from that classification.
Until section 4.5 we assume that G is adjoint.
Lemmas 4.11, 4.12 show that there exists exactly one irreducible object in
Msing. Let Psing P pMsing be its projective cover. To prove Proposition 4.2 in the
present case it suffices to construct an isomorphism EndpP q –{Opa˚qWM.
Let us recall that the singular block Msing is defined by passing to the simply
connected cover Gsc and making use of the pull-back Ksc of K, see subsection 4.1
for details. Consider the deformed principal series module ΠL, x´ρ P Msing in the
singular block defined by: ΠL, x´ρ “ ΓpXsc0 , LbEq x´ρ. Here Xsc0 is the open KscˆTsc
orbit in Xsc :“ Gsc{U . The local system L is the pull-back of a Ksc-equivariant
local system on G{B belonging to the block. The local system E is the free pro-
unipotent Ksc-equivariant local system on X
sc
0 . Finally, the subscript denotes the
maximal direct summand where the commutative subalgebra Symphq Ă DpG{Uq
acts through the completion at the singular central infinitesimal character ´ρ.
We note that the commutative ring{Opa˚q acts naturally on E, hence it acts on
ΠL, x´ρ. The following key statement implies Proposition 4.2.
Lemma 4.14. a) The action of{Opa˚q on HomMsingpΠL, x´ρ, Psingq makes it a free
rank one module. Here {Opa˚q acts on HomMsingpΠL, x´ρ, Psingq via its action on
ΠL, x´ρ.
b) We have ΠL, x´ρ – P
|WM|
sing .
c) The group WM acts on ΠL, x´ρ, so that the natural{Opa˚q module structure on
ΠL, x´ρ is equivariant with respect to WM.
Proof. Let Q denote the projective cover of the irreducible L0 PM (introduced in
Lemma 4.12). Making use of the identities ΠL, x´ρ “ TλÑ´ρpΠL,λˆq, T´ρÑλpPsingq “
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Q we see that
HomMsingpΠL, x´ρ, Psingq “ HomMsingpTλÑ´ρΠL,pλ, Psingq “ HomMpΠL,pλ, Qq .
Writing j : X0 Ñ X for the embedding we conclude that
HomMsingpΠL, x´ρ, Psingq “ HomDpX0qpLb E, j˚Qq .
It follows from [Ch], [Vo2] that for an irreducible local system L on X0 be-
longing to the block M the dual principal series module j˚pLq contains L0 in its
Jordan-Hoelder series with multiplicity one. On the other hand, for such an L
we have:
Extą0pj˚pQq,Lq “ Extą0pQ, j˚pLqq “ 0,
which implies that j˚pQq is projective. Thus j˚pQq – ‘LibE
di, for some di P Zě0,
where Li runs over the set of local systems on X0 belonging to the block. Now
we have
di “ dimHompj
˚Q,Liq “ dimHompQ, j˚pLiqq “ rj˚pLiq : L0s “ 1.
and hence j˚pQq “ ‘Li b E. Putting things together we conclude that
HomMsingpΠL, x´ρ, Psingq “ EndpEq “{Opa˚q .
This proves (a).
Because of exactness and adjointness of translation functors they send pro-
jective (pro)objects to projective ones. Since ΠL, x´ρ “ TλÑ´ρpΠL,pλq and ΠL,pλ is
projective, it follows that ΠL, x´ρ is projective. SinceMsing has a unique irreducible
object with projective cover Psing, we see that ΠL, x´ρ – P‘dsing for some d.
We have
(4.13)
d “ dimHompTλÑ´ρpΠL,pλq, TλÑ´ρpL0qq “
dimHompΠ
L,pλ, T´ρÑλTλÑ´ρpL0qq “ rT´ρÑλTλÑ´ρpL0q : j!˚pLrdimXsqs “
rT´ρÑλTλÑ´ρpj!pLrdimXsqq : j!˚pLrdimXsqs,
where the last equality follows from the isomorphism TλÑ´ρpL0q – TλÑ´ρpj!pLrdimXsqq,
which is a consequence of the result of [Ch], [Vo2] mentioned above.
By Proposition 4.9(b) and Proposition 4.10(a) we have an equality in the
Grothendieck group K0pMq:
rT´ρÑλTλÑ´ρpj!pLrdimXsqqqs “
ÿ
Mi,
where Mi runs over the set of principal series modules coming from orbits at-
tached to the maximally split Cartan, each one appearing with multiplicity |WM|.
(Recall the running assumption that G is adjoint, so WM “ W
1
M). Since the ir-
reducible object j!˚pLrdimXsq appears once in the Jordan-Hoelder series of a
principal series module coming from the open orbit and does not appear in the
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other principal series modules, formula (4.13) shows that d “ |WM|, which yields
statement (b).
It remains to check (c). Inspecting the proof of Lemma 4.10 we see that for
w PW θ isomorphism (4.12) is compatible with the{Opa˚q-action via the action of
W θ on a˚.
We fix a minimal K-type ψ. The space HomKpψ, TλÑ´ρp∆Lqq is one dimen-
sional by [Vo6, Section 7]; for original reference, see [Vo1]. It is also clear that
HomKpψ, TλÑ´ρpΠLqq – HomKpψ, TλÑ´ρp∆Lqq bC{Opa˚q. Thus we see that for
w PWM there exists a unique invertible element fw in{Opa˚q such that composing
the constructed isomorphism (4.12) with the action of fw we obtain an isomor-
phism inducing IdHomKpψ,TλÑ´ρp∆Lqbw on HomKpψ, TλÑ´ρpΠLqq, where we have
used the natural action of w on{Opa˚q. It is clear that these isomorphism produce
an action of WM on HomKpψ, TλÑ´ρpΠLqq, since they are compatible with the
g-action and the minimal K-type generates TλÑ´ρpΠLq we see that it gives an
action of WM on TλÑ´ρpΠLq. 
Lemma 4.14 implies Proposition 4.2. It is clear from Lemma 4.14(b) that{Opa˚q – HomMsingpΠL, x´ρ, Psingq is an EndpPsingq ´ EndpΠL, x´ρq bimodule sat-
isfying the second commutant property; by this we mean that each of the two
rings acts faithfully and coincides with the commutant of the other ring. Setting
E1 “ EndpPsingq, E2 “ EndpΠL, x´ρqop, M “ HomMsingpΠL, x´ρ, Psingq the second
commutant property says in particular that E1 “ EndE2pMq. The commutative
ring Z “{Opa˚qW θ maps injectively to the centers of E1 and E2. This map arises
from the action of the center of the enveloping algebra. Thus, E1 and E2 can be
viewed as subalgebras in A “ EndZpMq.
We know that E2 Ą {Opa˚q and M is a free rank one module over {Opa˚q;
also by Lemma 4.14(c) WM maps to E2 compatibly with the map from {Opa˚q.
Thus E1 ãÑ {Opa˚qWM. It remains to check that this embedding is actually an
isomorphism. In view of the second commutant property, we have
E1 “ pE1 b Fracp{Opa˚qW
θ
qq X A,
where Frac stands for the fraction field and the intersection is taken in A b
Fracp{Opa˚qW θq. Thus it suffices to check that the embedding E1 ãÑ {Opa˚qWM
becomes an isomorphism after base change to Fracp{Opa˚qW θq.
The localization EndpP qloc is a subextension of the finite field extension
Fracp{Opa˚qWMq{Fracp{Opa˚qW θq. If it was a proper subextension we would have
dimEndpPsingqlocpHompΠL, x´ρ, Psingqlocq ą dimFracp{Opa˚qWM qpFracp
{Opa˚qqq “ |WM|,
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while Lemma 4.14(b) shows that rank EndpPsingqlocpHompΠL, x´ρ, Psingqlocq “ |WM|.

4.4.1. Proof of Proposition 4.6(c). The statement amounts to the following. For
v PW θ{WM consider the space
(4.14) V “ Hom rMsingprUpgq bUpgq Psing, rT pΠLv,λqq “ HomMsingpPsing, T pΠLv,λqq.
It carries an action of EndpΠLv,λq –
{Opa˚q.
We claim that this action makes V a free rank 1 module over{Opa˚q. To see this
recall that V 1 “ HomMsingpT pΠLv,λ, Psingq is free rank one over
{Opa˚q by Lemma
4.14(a); in view of Proposition 4.2 and basic properties of duality for projective
modules over Cohen-Macaulay rings we have:
V “ Hom{Opa˚qWM pV
1,{Opa˚qWMq “ Hom{Opa˚qpV 1,{Opa˚qq,
which shows that V is also free of rank one.
For w P W θ we can define an action of {Opa˚qWM on V by twisting the above
action of {Opa˚q by w and restricting the above action from {Opa˚q to {Opa˚qWM.
On the other hand, V carries a natural action of EndpPsingq – {Opa˚qWM. We
need to check that the two actions of{Opa˚qWM coincide provided that w maps to
v under the projection W θ ÑW θ{WM.
For w “ 1 this follows from the construction of the isomorphism EndpPsingq –
{Opa˚qWM. Now the case of an arbitrary w follows from Proposition 4.10(b). 
4.5. Non-adjoint groups. We now complete the proof of Proposition 4.2 and
Proposition 4.6(c) by reducing the general case to the case when the group G
is adjoint. Recall that the category Msing consists of pg, Kscq-modules that we
obtained by first viewing M as pg, Kscq-modules and then translating them to
infinitesimal character ´ρ. We can proceed in the same way for the category
Mad. Recall, however, as explained in subsection 2.3, that the category Mad has
infinitesimal character λ ` µ. We can compose the translation of M to ´ρ as
TλÑ´ρ “ Tλ`µÑ´ρ ˝TλÑλ`µ. Therefore the categories Msing and M
ad
sing are related
in the following manner. We have a restriction functor
Res
pKadqsc
Ksc
: Madsing Ñ Msing having an exact bi-adjoint Ind
pKadqsc
Ksc
Our goal is to construct a commutative diagram
Madsing
–
ÝÝÝÑ Coh0pa
˚{W 1Mq
Res
pKadqsc
Ksc
§§đ
§§đAvS
Msing
–
ÝÝÝÑ CohS0 pa
˚{W 1Mq
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where AvS is the induction functor (adjoint to the forgetful functor Coh
S
0 pa
˚{W 1Mq Ñ
Coh0pa
˚{W 1Mq). We have already constructed the equivalence in the top row. Each
of the vertical arrows has an exact bi-adjoint and both categories on the bottom
row can be described as the category of modules over the corresponding monad
acting on the corresponding category in the top row. Thus we need only to check
that the equivalence in the top row is compatible with the above monads. This
reduces to the following.
Lemma 4.15. The equivalence Madsing – Coh0pa
˚{W 1Mq is naturally compatible
with the action of the group S on the two categories. Here S acts on the left
hand side by twisting a module with a character χ P S – rKad{K, while the action
on the right hand side comes from the action of S – WM{W
1
M on B.
Proof. We return to the situation of §2.2. We let {LMpX0q, {LadM pX0q denote the
formal neighborhood of LMpX0q (respectively, L
ad
M pX0q) in the space of K (resp.rKad) equivariant T -monodromic local systems3 on X0.
We have: pa˚{W 1M “ {LadM pX0q{W θ.
The twisting action of the abelian group S on the space of characters induces
an action on the right hand side. To prove the Lemma we need to see that the
latter action is compatible with the action of S –WM{W
1
M on the left hand side.
We have {Lad
M
pX0q – L
ad
M pX0q ˆ pa˚
where the actions ofS andW θ on the left hand side corresponding to the following
actions on the right hand side: S acts on the first factor only by twisting with
a character while W θ acts diagonally on the product, via the cross action on
MadpX0q and the natural action on pa˚. The desired compatibility now follows
by inspection: for σ P S and wσ P WM projecting to σ P S “ WM{W
1
M the
automorphism L ÞÑ w´1σ ˆ pσ b Lq fixes the base point L
ad
0 P L
ad
M pX0q inducing
the automorphism on its formal neighborhood coming from the action of w´1σ onpa˚. 
4.6. The principal block for split groups. In this subsection we sketch an
alternative approach to the proof of Proposition 4.4 in the special case when the
group GR is split and the block under consideration is the principal block. This
material is not used in the rest of the paper, so the details are omitted.
In the case when the group is split and we consider the principal block, there
is a concrete description of indecomposable projective modules P at the singular
infinitesimal central character; this also yields a description of the projective cover
of a special irreducible module at regular infinitesimal central character, namely
3In more classical terms this can be described as the set of characters of the real torus TR.
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it is isomorphic to T´ρÑλpP q. Here by a special irreducible module we mean an
irreducible module which survives translation to ´ρ. Such irreducible modules in
the principal block correspond to constant sheaves on special closed orbits; we call
a closed K-orbit O on B special if for any simple root α the dimension of the image
of O in the partial flag variety G{Pα equals dimO. Another characterization of
special orbits is as follows. Let us write π : T ˚B Ñ B for the projection and
µ : T ˚B Ñ N for the moment map. The special orbits are precisely the closed K-
orbits such that the image µpT ˚OBq of the conormal bundle T
˚
OB meets the regular
locus Nreg of N. Conversely, if we write g “ k ‘ p for the Cartan decomposition
then the union of special closed orbits is the closure of πpµ´1ppXNregqq.
To simplify the discussion, let us assume that K is connected. Given a special
orbit Os we write is : Os “ K{BK ãÑ G{B “ B, we let Ls denote the irreducible
module associated to the trivial local system on Os. To this situation we can
associate a weight ρs “ i
˚
s pρGq ´ 2ρK of K and consequently an irreducible K-
representation Vs. We have
a) ρs is a dominant weight of K.
and
b) If s1 ‰ s then ρs1 is not of the form ρs ` i
˚
s pλ
`q
where λ` is a sum of positive roots for G.
The representation Vs has the following properties:
(1) The multiplicity of Vs in the irreducible module TλÑ´ρpLsq equals one,
its multiplicity in any other irreducible pg, Kq-module with infinitesimal
singular central character ´ρ equals zero.
(2) The representation Vs is fine in the sense of [BGG], i.e., its restriction
to the group Cr2s of order two elements in the maximal torus C Ă K
is a direct sum of distinct characters and the group WK permutes these
characters transitively.
Thus, we conclude:
Proposition 4.16. The projective cover of the irreducible module TλÑ´ρpLsq is
given by Ps “ pUpgq bUpkq Vsq´pρ, where the subscript denotes completion at the
infinitesimal central character p´ρq.
This provides an alternative way to carry out one of the steps of the proof of
Proposition 4.4. More precisely, we can deduce from the above description of
Ps that EndpPsq is a free module over the completion of Opa{WRq “ Oph{W q
(recall that G is assumed to be split) of rank |W {Wb|. To this end observe that
EndpUpgq bUpkq Vsq “ HomKpVs, Upgq bUpkq Vsq. The right hand side admits a
filtration whose associated graded is HomKpVs,Oppq b Vsq, thus it suffices to see
that the latter space is a free module over Opt{W q of rank |W {Wb| “ dimpVsq.
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The space HomKpVs,Oppq b Vsq can also be thought of as EndCohKppqpOppq b
Vsq. Recall that p “ K ¨ a, which shows that EndCohKppqpOppq b Vsq embeds
into EndCohpaqpOpaq b Vsq; furthermore, the image is contained in the space of
endomorphisms E whose action on the fiber at a point x P a commutes with
the action of the centralizer ZKpxq. It is not hard to check that the image is
in fact equal to that space; moreover, it suffices to check the commutation with
the centralizer for regular elements x P a. For such an element the stabilizes
is identified with S, and Vs splits as a sum of distinct characters of S due to
Vs being fine. This shows that the generic rank of EndCohKppqpOppq b Vsq as an
Opt{W q-module equals dimpVsq “ |W {Wb|, which implies the desired property of
EndpPsq.
5. The main result
In this section we put the descriptions in sections 3 and 4 together to get a
comparison between the two categories M and qM.
For a graded algebra A let A‚dg denote the corresponding differential graded
algebra with zero differential; for a DG-algebra A‚ let DG´modpA‚q denote the
subcategory of perfect complexes in the derived category of differential graded
modules over A‚.
Theorem 5.1. There exists a graded algebra A together with
i) an equivalence M – A ´modnil, where A ´modnil is the category of finite
length nilpotent A-modules.
ii) an equivalence Dˇ – DG´modpA‚dgq sending irreducible perverse sheaves to
direct summands of the free module.
We give a more concrete reformulation of Theorem 5.1. Set L “ ‘Li, where
the Li run over the set of isomorphism classes of irreducible perverse sheaves in
the block qM.
Theorem 5.2. a) The differential graded algebra RHomDpL, Lq is formal.
b) The algebra EndpP q is isomorphic to the completion of the graded algebra
Ext‚pL, Lq with respect to the augmentation ideal topology.
Here part (a) is proven by a standard weight argument, see for example [BF,
Proposition 5]. Part (b) follows from theorems 3.9 and 4.1. Deduction of Theorem
5.1 from Theorem 5.2 is also standard.
We refer to e.g. [BGS] for a definition of a graded version of an abelian cat-
egory. By a graded version of a triangulated category C we understand an-
other triangulated category rC together with an autoequivalence S of rC (the
grading shift functor) denoted by S : M ÞÑ Mp1q the ”degrading” functor
d : rC Ñ C and an isomorphism, d ˝ S – d, such that for M, N P rC we have
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HompdpMq, dpNqq –
À
Z
HompĂM, rNpnqq and C is generated as a triangulated
category by the image of d.
Corollary 5.3. There exist graded versions of categories M, pM, Dˇ and an equiv-
alence κ : Dbp pMgrq – Dˇgr, such that
i) κpMp1qq “ κpMqp1qr1s, where M ÞÑMp1q denotes the shift of grading.
ii) κ sends indecomposable projective objects in pMgr to shifts of irreducible
perverse sheaves in qM.
Proof. Define Mgr to be the category of finite length (equivalently, finite
dimensional) graded modules over the graded algebra A from Theorem 5.1. De-
fine pMgr to be the category of finitely generated graded A modules. Then the
equivalences of the Corollary follow from Theorem 5.1.
One can summarize the statement of the Corollary by saying that M and Dˇ
are Koszul dual one to the other.
Remark 5.4. The graded version of categories M, pM obtained here as a formal
consequence of Koszul duality admits a more direct, geometric description via the
theory of mixed Hodge D-modules. In particular, the grading on the Hom spaces
between indecomposable projective pro-objects can be interpreted as the weight
grading for a natural pure Hodge structure on that space. We plan to return to
this in a future publication, see also section 6 for a related discussion.
5.1. The representation theoretic description of the equivariant cate-
gory. The category Dˇ can be described in module theoretic terms as follows.
Consider the abelian category qM, the principal block of pgˇ, Kˇq modules with a
fixed regular integral infinitesimal central character. Let Q “
ř
Qi be a minimal
projective generator in the category of pro-objects in that category, here Qi are
pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable projectives. Denoting Aˇ “ EndpQq we
get an equivalence qM – Aˇ ´modfl. The action of the center of the enveloping
algebra makes Aˇ a Symphˇq-algebra, where hˇ is the abstract Cartan of gˇ. Consider
the DG-algebra Aˇ
‚
“ Aˇ
L
bSymphˇq C. Using e.g. [B, §9.3] it is easy to check the
following:
Proposition 5.5. We have Dˇ – DG´modflpAˇ
‚
q.
To clarify the relation with the result of [So2] we need to present a slight
modification of the above constructions.
Let S Ă h˚ be a vector subspace, we then get SK Ă h˚ “ h.
One can deduce from Theorem 5.1 reinterpreted by means of Proposition 5.5
that the triangulated categories of DG-modules over the DG algebras A
L
bSymphq
OpSq and Aˇ
L
bSymphˇqOpS
Kq are in a Koszul duality relation described in Corollary
5.3.
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Furthermore, assume that S is transversal to a˚ Ă h˚, i.e. Tor
Oph˚q
ą0 pOpSq,Opa
˚qq “
0. The main result of [BBG] implies then that Tor
Symphq
ą0 pA,OpSqq “ 0, thus the
first of the two dual triangulated categories discussed in the previous paragraph
is identified with DbpAS ´modq, where AS “ AbOph˚qOpSq. If a similar Tor van-
ishing condition holds on the dual side, with A, S replaced by Aˇ, SK, then the
second category is DbpAˇSK´modq, AˇS “ AˇbOph˚qOpS
Kq. Notice that AS´mod
fl,
AˇSK´mod
fl are the categories of Harish-Chandra modules for pg, Kq, respectively
pgˇ, Kˇq, subject to a certain condition on the action of the center of Ug.
A particularly nice situation occurs when both Tor vanishing conditions hold
simultaneously. In this case Theorem 5.1 implies
The algebras AS, AˇSK controlling the categories of Harish-Chandra modules for
pg, Kq, respectively pgˇ, Kˇq, are dual Koszul quadratic algebras.
We mention two examples of that situation.
Koszul duality for category O. Let GR be the complex group viewed as a
real group, thus G “ H ˆ H for some reductive group H , Gˇ “ Hˇ ˆ Hˇ and
K “ H Ă H ˆ H , Kˇ “ Hˇ Ă Hˇ ˆ Hˇ are the diagonal subgroups. Let t denote
the maximal torus of H . Then a˚ Ă h˚ “ t˚ ‘ t˚ is the anti-diagonal and
similarly for La˚. Let S “ t˚ ˆ t0u Ă t˚ ‘ t˚ “ h˚. Then both transversality
conditions hold. The categories AS ´mod, AˇSK ´mod in this case are identified
with the usual category O (with, say, a fixed integral regular central character
and no Cartan diagonalizability condition). The equivalence from the previous
paragraph reduces in this case to the one constructed in [So2].
Koszul duality for the principal block in a split group. Assume that Gˇ is split
group, thus La˚ “ hˇ˚. Then the second condition holds for any S. Consider
S “ a˚, thus SK “ 0, so we are back at a special case of the situation considered
in the previous sections of the paper. We obtain the following
Corollary 5.6. In the situation of Theorem 5.1, assume that GˇR is split. Then
there exist two Koszul dual graded rings A, A! with A! finite dimensional such
that:qM – A! ´modfg, Dˇ – DbpA! ´modfdq, M – A´modnilp.
Notice that the above shows that DKpG{Bq – D
bpPervKpG{Bqq when G is a
split semi-simple group. It would be interesting to obtain a topological proof of
this fact.
6. Further directions: Hodge D-modules
We were led to the idea of the block variety and the interpretation of the functorrT : M Ñ CohS0 pBq from Hodge theoretic considerations. We briefly explain the
idea.
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Let us write g “ k ‘ p for the Cartan decomposition and let us recall that
T ˚X{H “ rg, the Grothendieck simultaneous resolution. We write rp for the in-
verse image of p under the moment map T ˚X{H “ rgÑ g. We write CohC˚ˆKprpq0
for the category of C˚ˆK-equivariant coherent sheaves on rp set theoretically sup-
ported on rpX rN, the union of conormal bundles of K-orbits on B.
Let MHo denote the full subcategory of the category of K-equivariant Hodge
D-modules M on X , such that ForgpMq P M; here Forg denotes the functor of
forgetting the Hodge structure.
We have a functor
gr : MHo ÝÑ Coh
C˚ˆKprpq0
taking a Hodge D-module to its associated graded with respect to the Hodge
filtration.
Conjecture 6.1. a) There exists a full subcategory Mmix Ă MHo which is a
graded version of M.
b) For M,N PMmix we have
ExtipForgpMq,ForgpNqqĄÝÑExti
CohKprpqpgrpMq, grpNqq
for all i.
In the special case when GR is a complex group the Conjecture will be estab-
lished in [BR], cf. also Conjecture in [B].
It may be possible to deduce part (a) of the Conjecture from the result of [AK],
while [SW] may provide other geometric constructions of Mmix.
In order to relate this Conjecture to our present methods we make the following
observation. Let Σ Ă p be a transversal slice to a regular nilpotent orbit, thus
Σ is contained in the set of regular elements greg. Let rΣ denote the set of pairs
px, χq where x P Σ and χ is a character of the abelian algebraic group ZKpxq, the
centralizer of x in K.
It is not hard to see that rΣ is naturally equipped with the structure of an ind-
algebraic variety, an infinite union of components, each one of which is a ramified
covering of Σ. For F P CohKppq each fiber of the sheaf F|Σ is graded by the
set of characters of ZKpxq; this observation can be upgraded to a definition of a
coherent sheaf FrΣ whose direct image to Σ is identified with F|Σ. This clearly
extends to a functor κ : CohKprpq Ñ CohprΣˆh˚{W h˚q.
Note that for a regular semisimple element x P Σ the abelian group ZKpxq can
be identified with the stabilizer of a point in the open K-orbit B0.
Lemma 6.2. a) Consider the set of pairs px, χq Ă rΣ, where x is regular semisim-
ple and χ is such that the corresponding K-equivariant, T -monodromic local sys-
tem on X0 belongs to M. This is an open subset in a component rΣM Ă rΣ.
b) We have rΣM – a˚{WM.
c) For M PMHo the coherent sheaf κ ˝ grpMq is supported on rΣM ˆh˚{W h˚.
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Conjecture 6.3. Let Mmix be as in Conjecture 6.1. For M , N P Mmix we have
a canonical isomorphism:
κ ˝ grpMq – rT pForgpMqq.
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